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Chapter 1: Introduction
Entrepreneurial Social Finance
in Asia

•

Virtuous circles: New expressions of collective
philanthropy in Asia (John, 2014) examined
the innovation of giving circles by document-

This is the sixth publication in a series of work-

ing 35 circles in eight Asian countries.

ing papers on Entrepreneurial Social Finance (ESF) in
Asia. We introduced the term ESF to capture the

•

Asia’s impact angels: How business angel in-

emergence of a growing number of financing mod-

vesting can support social enterprise in Asia

els that focus on providing capital and non-finan-

(John, 2015) reported on the use of angel

cial support to social entrepreneurs and entrepre-

investing for social impact in four Asian

neurial social ventures. Within this ESF canopy are

countries.

various practices that include venture philanthropy
and impact investing, characterised by an investment-minded approach that is focused on helping
build a well-managed, resilient organisation rather
than only supporting discrete projects. Venture
philanthropists and impact investors actively work

•

Corporate philanthropy in Asia: Innovations
that unlock the resources of business for
the common good (John, Chia, & Ito, 2017)
looked at philanthropy innovations through
the lens of the business corporation.

alongside an organisation’s management team,

Social enterprise is generally described as an

providing technical advice and mentoring as well

organisational form that seeks to deliver positive

as finance.

social impact through the mechanism of a trading

Previous working papers have examined the
ESF ecosystem in overview as well as studied some
of its components in more depth.
•

The emerging ecosystem of entrepreneurial
social finance in Asia (John, 2013) described
the ecosystem as a marketplace for social
finance comprising supply of and demand
for capital, intermediation and a policy environment.

•

activity. By contrast, traditional nonprofit organisations are not primarily centred on trading activity
and typically create social value through a subsidy
model or undertaking activities, such as advocacy,
without payment from end beneficiaries.
In our studies we are disinterested whether social value is created by a social enterprise or by a
nonprofit, viewing both broad approaches as legitimate and appropriate channels for public benefit.
We see the social entrepreneur as an individual

Innovation in Asian philanthropy (John, Tan,

with the outlook, skills and ability to build an organ-

& Ito, 2013) explored the development of

isation that creates social value. The entrepreneur’s

contemporary philanthropy in Asia through

choice to use the medium of a social enterprise or

the lens of innovation in three areas: entre-

a nonprofit to deliver impact is generally pragmatic

preneurial philanthropy, strategic philan-

and situational rather than ideological. Even so, the

thropy and the philanthropy ecosystem.

potential for a business to deliver impact sustainably through trading without the long-term need

7

for grant subsidy is a compelling reason to explore

generation of Asian philanthropists with the lead-

the trading model when building an organisation

ership and imagination to “push for transforma-

that seeks to deliver social impact.

tional projects that reinvent and massively improve

The Rationale for this Study

social systems through a tough-minded, innovative
and rigorous approach to managed change.”

How philanthropy in Asia will develop in the
coming decade matters. Despite economic progress having lifted millions out of poverty in the last
20 years, one-half of Asia’s 1.63 billion people live
on incomes of less than $21 a day. We don’t have a
view as to the impact of a decade of global financial crisis on Asia, but the Asian Development Bank
predicts that the number of poor in nearly half of
its 25 developing member countries will increase.
Even in countries with sustained economic growth,
like China, the widening gap between rich and poor
is posing a real challenge to the social order. Addi-

The entrenched depression of the global economy has resulted in a perceptible shift in attitude
towards extreme wealth. Politicians in Europe have
called for higher taxes on the wealthy. In China,
public scrutiny of the wealthy is a sensitive political
issue. Gideon Rachman of The Financial Times has
written about a global backlash against the rich.
Indeed there has been no better time in recent history for those with wealth to demonstrate their responsibilities to use it through new, creative forms
of philanthropy.

tionally, developing countries will need to bear the

Over the course of this series of working pa-

growing environmental burden as a result of rapid

pers, we have endeavoured to highlight a number

growth.

of innovations in contemporary philanthropy in

Personal wealth is being created in Asia Pacific
at unprecedented levels. From 2006 to 2015, Asia
Pacific doubled its population of high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs) and wealth, overtaking the
number of wealthy in both North America and Europe. While over half of Asia’s wealthy are in Japan,
the number in developing economies is growing;
16.1 percent of HNWIs are in China. Eight of the 20
countries recording the fastest growing HNWI populations are located in the Asia Pacific region and
include Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Singapore, Sri
Lanka and Vietnam.

Asia. The outputs have been naturally constrained
by the availability of time and resources, and the
complexity of philanthropy practices across the 34
countries and administrative areas in the Asian region. Rigorous academic study of modern philanthropy is still in its infancy in Asia, as is the practice
of organised, strategic philanthropy. Inevitably, our
studies focused on a subset of countries from the
34 in the region, and we readily admit a degree of
selection bias resulting from the depth of our existing networks, the practicalities of travel and language, and the relative size of the philanthropy sector in each country.

In this environment of brewing tension between
widespread poverty and wealth creation lies the
opportunity to advocate for private philanthropy
and the potential to establish a firm foundation

The working papers have been impressionistic
in nature, anticipating that they might pique the
interest of academic researchers while providing

for its growth and maturation in the region. Cheek
(2012) asks if new wealth in Asia is a cause for rejoicing, pointing out that the astonishing growth in
Asian private wealth needs to be matched by a new
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Unless otherwise specified, all amounts stated throughout
this working paper are in U.S. dollars. Currency conversions,
where used, are approximate and do not necessarily account for historical rates.
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information for those with a practical interest in

Academic researchers are showing renewed in-

Asian philanthropy. Our earlier papers suggested

terest in giving circles and collective philanthropy

a framework around the concept of ESF, then ex-

has been a popular topic in recent philanthropy

plored in more depth the nature of philanthropy in-

conferences in Asia and globally. These observa-

novation, particularly giving circles, angel investing

tions, coupled with our belief that giving circles are

for impact, and the role of corporate philanthropy.

an important innovation in the Asian landscape,

Impact investing strongly remains the fashionable

prompted us to revisit this phenomenon as the

object of interest for many individual and institu-

subject of this study.

tional social investors, and our working paper on
angel investment makes a modest contribution to
the interface between grantmaking and social investment. With others focusing so much attention
on impact investing, we opted to return to a study
of collective philanthropy for this final paper in the
series.

This paper updates information about giving
circles that we presented in earlier studies, and
explores the so what? applicable to any innovation
or new phenomenon. The so what? for us concerns
the impact that giving circles have on their two primary stakeholders – the individuals who join a giving circle in order to give collectively, and the non-

We first highlighted giving circles in 2013 (John,

profit organisations they support financially and

Tan, & Ito), describing them as an innovation in indi-

by volunteering their time and skills. Most enquiry

vidual and community philanthropy. When individ-

about impact in philanthropy focuses on the direct

uals pool their financial resources and collectively

public benefit of grantmaking (e.g., what has been

decide on supporting a nonprofit organisation, we

improved in the lives of those who ultimately bene-

consider this the most basic definition of a giving

fit from private giving) or the indirect strengthening

circle. In the chapters that follow, we explore other

(capacity building) of nonprofit organisations.

characteristics of giving circles and their variations.
In the year following our first study, we listed all
known giving circles in Asia and offered a simple
typology comprising imported/transplanted and indigenous giving circles (John, 2014; John, 2014/2).

One of the reasons we find giving circles a compelling subject for study is that impact concerns
public benefit, organisational development, and a
contribution to the philanthropic knowledge, attitudes and practices of the individual donors who

Prior to these studies, the only published re-

constitute the giving circle. In addition to creating

search was on giving circles in the United States

social value, giving circles act as a means to edu-

during the decade up to 2009. Today, there is re-

cate by doing – in the company of their peers. This

newed interest in North America on giving circles

study, because of time constraints, focused primar-

along with new studies in Australia, Ireland and the

ily on the impact giving circle membership has on

United Kingdom. A comparison of the giving circles

the philanthropy journey of individuals who give

identified in our 2014 papers and in this research

collectively.

shows that while a few circles have ceased to operate, new circles have replaced them. The net numerical growth, while modest and limited to what
is publicly known, has been most notable in Australia and Singapore.
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Structure of this Paper
Chapter 2: Methodology and
Constraints
This chapter describes how we carried out the
study and the timeframe involved. The study used
a mix of descriptive and survey-based quantitative
methods. Anonymous, voluntary online surveys
were distributed to circles and nonprofits in nine
countries. Skype and face-to-face interviews were
held with a small number of giving circle principals.
We note constraints that reduced the overall scope

Chapter 4: How Giving Together
Impacts on Circle Members
This chapter draws on the results of an anonymous online survey in five languages sent to members of giving circles in nine countries. The survey
explored how membership in a giving circle impacted an individual’s knowledge of and attitude
towards the social sector, nonprofit organisations
and giving. The survey further queried respondents on how their practice of giving had changed
through participating in collective philanthropy.

and effectiveness of the study.

We compared our findings to similar data from

Chapter 3: Giving Circles as a
Global Phenomenon
We begin our report by reviewing what is known
about giving circles from published research in the
United States and contemporary studies in Ireland
and the United Kingdom. At the time we began
this study in February 2017, we became aware of a
major new study of giving circles underway in Australia by Boyd and Partridge (2017), which led us to
modify the scope of our enquiry.

published and unpublished research from other
countries. The engagement of giving circle members in the selection and continuing support of
nonprofits is characteristic of giving circles, as
shown in the survey results and the case study of
New Day Asia. Visiting non-projects and projects
are an important activity for motivating and educating giving circle members, which is illustrated
in the case study of PiCCA, an Australian circle focused on international development. One philanthropy segment of particular importance in Asia
is giving by diaspora communities. We surveyed

Our previous study listed known giving circles in

participants in two Singapore-based giving circles

Asia and offered a simple typology based on their

– Focus India Forum and Dasra Giving Circle’s

origination. We described transplanted circles that

Singapore Chapter – whose members are largely

were linked to existing giving circle networks in

drawn from the Indian business community.

2

the United Kingdom or the United States in either
formal or loose affiliations. Indigenous circles were
initiated without such external linkages, although

Chapter 5: The Value Giving
Circles Deliver to Nonprofits

often by promoters with some knowledge or experience of collective giving in other regions. Many
giving circles in the United Kingdom and the United
States are in strategic partnership with philanthropy intermediaries, often community foundations.
In this chapter, we share our observations about
such hosting arrangements in Asia.

10

The ultimate purpose of philanthropy is to effect public benefit, often through the agency of social purpose organisations such as nonprofits. Philanthropy, in its many forms, provides financial and

We initially used the term imported to describe giving circles
affiliated to circles or networks outside Asia, but in later publications preferred the term transplanted. These terms are
used interchangeably.

2

other resources to nonprofit organisations that uti-

Giving Circles illustrates an approach to measur-

lise these resources to provide public benefit and

ing the effectiveness of the grantmaking process in

charitable outcomes. It is beyond the scope and re-

building the organisational capacity of nonprofits

sources of this study to measure the social impact

and measuring social impact.

created by nonprofits supported by giving circles.
We surveyed a small sample of nonprofits to
better understand the value offered to them by
giving circles. One strategy for maximising social
impact is through collaboration with other funders
and government agencies. Social Venture Partners India has developed a model of cascading
collaboration – the members of each chapter acting collectively in a common mission to create jobs
in collective impact with other stakeholders, in-

Chapter 6: International
Comparisons and Conclusions
The first studies on giving circles were published
in the United States a decade ago. Apart from our
own studies, the most recent research has focused
on collective giving in Australia and the United Kingdom. We are beginning to see enough data collected in different geographies to be able to make an
initial comparison across several countries.

cluding funders, intermediaries, government, corporates and nonprofits. Our case study of Dasra
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Chapter 2: Methodology, Project Limitations and
Constraints
Research Methodology

curacy. The translations were done either through
the good offices of giving circles or by professional

Our working paper series has been descriptive

translation services. All translations were reviewed

in nature, drawing on existing literature and inter-

by giving circle principals to confirm that the techni-

views to define aspects of entrepreneurial social fi-

cal terms used were appropriate in each language.

nance and illustrating with case studies. The study
The survey was created, and data collected

on which this paper is based used a number of
methods to obtain information and data:

and analysed using Qualtrics™ online software.
A one-time, non-traceable link to the survey was

•

•

Literature review and analysis of the websites of

emailed to giving circle principals who had previ-

giving circles in Asia

ously agreed to distribute the link to members. The

Data posted on the givingcircles.asia website, an
information portal for collective philanthropy in
Asia3

•

researcher does not know the identity of individuals who were sent the survey link and those who
voluntarily responded. Respondents were asked to
identify the circle of which they were members. Re-

Telephone, email and face-to-face interviews

sponses were assigned a code letter, representing

with giving circle principals and executive

each of the participating giving circles, to ensure

officers of nonprofit organisations

that published comments were not attributable to
either individuals or specific circles. These guaran-

•

Online surveys of giving circle members and

tees of anonymity were made to satisfy the data

nonprofit executives

protection provisions of the National University of

Online Surveys
1. Survey of giving circle members

Singapore.
The survey consisted of two parts; each being
voluntary and anonymous, and requiring no more

An anonymous and voluntary online survey was

than 10 minutes to complete. Part 1 comprised

sent to the principals4 of 41 giving circles who had

multiple-choice questions that requested basic in-

agreed in advance to distribute it to their mem-

formation about an individual’s membership in the

bers. Only 39 of these subsequently distributed the

circle and enquired about how membership had in-

survey to circle members. Two principals did not

fluenced the member’s knowledge of and attitude

do so despite their prior agreement. We eventually

towards the social sector and philanthropy. Part 2

received replies from 38 giving circles.

contained only open-ended questions that could

After consultation with the principals of participating giving circles, it was decided that the survey,
originally in English only, would be made available
as well in Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese and
Vietnamese to maximise response rates and ac-
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be completed in the respondent’s own words. The
This informational website was launched by the author of
this paper in 2015 and is the only known observatory project
for giving circles in the region.

3

The principal of a giving circle is a founding member or senior executive staff.

4

survey was distributed to giving circles in China,

dix 1). The translations of open-ended responses

Hong Kong SAR, India, Japan, New Zealand, Aus-

from Part 2 of the survey were carried out by native

tralia, Singapore, South Korea and Vietnam.

speakers with high fluency in English and a techni-

During our preparatory contacts with giving

cal understanding of philanthropy.

circles in Australia we became aware of a survey

To calculate response rates, those responsible

that was already in progress during our own study.

for distributing the survey amongst giving circle

This survey was part of the first major study of Aus-

members were asked to provide the researcher

tralian giving circles being carried out by Boyd and

with the total number of individuals surveyed in

Partridge of Creative Partnerships Australia under

their giving circle. While some giving circles pro-

a commission by the Prime Minister’s Community

vided this information, others did not. This made it

Business Partnership (Boyd & Partridge, 2017). The

impossible to calculate an average response rate to

Australian team and the author of this study were

the survey. This methodological weakness resulted

keen not to duplicate effort or burden giving circles

from the researcher being unable to directly man-

with an additional survey. Boyd and Partridge were

age survey distribution because of data protection

generous in sharing information about their active

policy.

survey while ours was still in the design stage. This
enabled us to identify two Australian giving circles known to us but not included in the survey by
Boyd and Partridge. Any giving circle surveyed by
the Australian group was excluded from our own
study.

Philanthropy is a very private activity in Asia
and those who choose to give collectively through
a giving circle tend to be cautious about enquiries
concerning their giving practices – even when presented as anonymous data collection. We did not
collect demographic data, such as ethnicity, age,

The online survey was sent to giving circle rep-

gender or income, from respondents. Such data

resentatives between March 7 and 10, 2017, with

has been requested in older American research

a request for response by April 24, 2017. The re-

and the recent Australian study. We decided to

searcher had no influence over when the surveys

avoid such relatively sensitive information, which

were distributed to giving circle members by the

we felt would be viewed as intrusive in the Asian

representatives. While several were forwarded

cultural context. We also used attributed quotes of

almost immediately, others were not distributed

giving circle or nonprofit staff from previous stud-

to members until several weeks after the repre-

ies.

sentative first received the survey. Ten days after
the initial distribution, representatives were asked

2.  Survey of Nonprofit Organisations

to remind members to complete the survey by a

Our study sought to understand the support

chaser email. Again, the researcher had no control

and engagement offered by giving circles from the

over whether such reminders were sent. The last

perspective of a nonprofit organisation. We as-

response to the survey was returned on April 13,

sumed that the typical relationship between a giv-

2017.

ing circle and a nonprofit goes beyond the mere

The translation of the survey to four other
languages in addition to English necessitated the
manual aggregation and analysis of quantitative
responses using an Excel spreadsheet (see Appen-

transactional disbursement of a grant to fund project activity and thus create social impact. Giving
circles may have the characteristics we associate
with venture philanthropy – an engaged relationship between funder and grantee that involves
13

adding value “beyond the cheque” (John, 2007). The

all. The diverse nature of giving circles in Asia and

survey enquires about this relationship and how

highly variable regulatory environments mean that

non-financial resources such as advice and consult-

proxy information from sources such as charity

ing are valued by nonprofit executives.

regulators, tax returns or philanthropy interme-

The time constraints of this study (see next
column) meant it was possible for us to survey only
a small sample of nonprofits being supported by
giving circles. This greatly limited the depth of conclusions we could make about the perceived impact that the giving circle model has on supported
nonprofits and left open further research to be
done in this area.

diaries is scarce compared to more regulated environments such as the United Kingdom and the
United States.

Constraints
The total time period available for the study was
16 weeks from February to May 2017 with eight
weeks spent in Singapore and the remainder in
the United Kingdom or on field trips to India and

We surveyed seven nonprofit organisations in

Hong Kong. Given the complexity of surveying in

India and Sri Lanka linked to three giving circles

five languages and conducting interviews in nine

in India and Hong Kong. Nonprofits supported by

countries, we would have preferred to spread the

a fourth giving circle in Australia were contacted

16 weeks of allotted project time over a longer pe-

by email but no responses were forthcoming so

riod. Two major regional holidays (Lunar New Year

that survey was abandoned. The seven nonprofits

and Easter) fell during the project period which

were surveyed on condition that data would be an-

further hampered communication and slowed re-

onymised and their identities not revealed in the

sponse times.

report.

Interviews and Observations
A number of face-to-face, telephone and email
interviews were held with giving circle principals
in Australia, Hong Kong, India, Singapore and
Vietnam. The author attended the Million Jobs Mis-

The surveys were not distributed directly by
the researcher but via intermediaries, a somewhat
cumbersome process that led to inevitable delays.
This process was a practical consequence of ensuring the project meets NUS data protection requirements within a constrained timescale.

sion conference of SVP India chapters in January

A final constraint of having to meet a hard dead-

2017 which provided him with an opportunity to

line for the submission of this report meant having

observe a major collective impact initiative in for-

to forego the distribution of the draft for comment

mation and meet members of SVP India chapters.

by colleagues and peers. This paper is the poorer

The information that giving circles release publicly varies greatly from one circle to another. A
minority operate detailed and up-to-date websites
with a high degree of transparency about their
strategy, operations and grantees. Others release
minimal information or have no public profile at

14

for not having had the input of those wiser than
me.

Chapter 3: Giving Circles as a Global Phenomenon
Our previous studies on giving circles (John,

ence of informal and invisible giving circles makes

2014/1; John, 2014/2) offered an overview of the

it impossible to know the exact number operating

phenomenon of giving circles in Asia, the United

in the United States, but in 2004 the Forum of Re-

Kingdom and the United States, which is briefly

gional Associations of Grantmakers began tracking

summarised here for the reader’s convenience.

such groups when it identified approximately 200

The series of working papers on the theme of en-

circles. Much research tapered off in 2009 with one

trepreneurial social finance focused largely on the

study estimating the number of giving circles to be

practices of venture philanthropy and impact in-

“well over 500” (Eikenberry, 2009). There does not

vesting organisations — institutionalised funds

appear to be a published database of U.S. giving

that offer a blend of finance and advisory services

circles which gave rise to the varying estimates of

to social entrepreneurs in support of their ambi-

their total number.

tions to strengthen their organisations and grow
social impact.

This early research led to Eikenberry and others
proposing five core characteristics of a giving circle

We were intrigued by a variant of venture phi-

(see Box 1) even though there is diversity in com-

lanthropy whereby individuals pooled their re-

position and practice across hundreds of circles.

sources and together selected a small number of

In a giving circle, a group of individuals voluntarily

nonprofit organisations to support with grants and

pool their financial resources and together decide

advice. In 2013 we described giving circles as an

on which nonprofit organisations they will support.

innovation in Asian philanthropy that had the po-

The independence of a giving circle in deciding

tential to grow in scale and importance as part of

what to fund differs from what is termed a donor

the region’s philanthropy landscape. At that time

circle, which is a fundraising tool initiated and man-

the only published research was in the form of the

aged by a nonprofit as a platform for its donors to

study of giving circles in North America. That cor-

give collectively. Between these two extremes of

pus, however, has increased following further stud-

independent and donor circles, there are emerg-

ies in Europe and the Asia Pacific region.

ing hybrid forms of the sort that Indian giving circle

Giving Circles in North America
and Europe
Philanthropy — personal, collective and institutional — has a long history in the United States.
While collective acts of giving through mutual societies and fraternities have long existed, the modern form of giving circle appears to have developed
from around the mid-1990s. The rapid growth of
giving circles in the world’s largest philanthropic
market had attracted a number of academic and
industry studies between 2002 and 2011. The pres-

Dasra operates, as we shall see later.
The study of giving circles outside the United
States and Canada developed with our own research in Asia from 2014 and the landscape study
of 80 giving circles in the United Kingdom and
Ireland by Eikenberry and Breeze in 2015. The
80 circles identified in the latter study include a
wide canopy of variants not observed in previous
U.S. research, such as a network of “mentored
groups” with a small number of members who focus on mentoring young professionals in the skills
of giving. Sixteen circles were “live crowd funding
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Box 1: Five Core Characteristics of U.S. Giving Circles
Pool and Collectively Give Away Resources (152 groups surveyed)
•
•
•
•
•

Members may or may not contribute equal amounts.
40 percent required no fee or a non-mandatory fee.
Multiple giving levels attract more diverse individuals.
Stratified membership fees unlikely to raise issues of power, influence and privilege where donations are anonymous.
Funds may be raised from outside the membership.

Educate Members
•
•
•
•

Informal and formal education about philanthropy is key.
Informal education takes place through the activities of running a giving circle.
Formal education takes place through workshops, seminars and guest speaker events, although usually only in the larger, more formalised circles.
Formal and informal education about community issues also takes place.

Provide Social Opportunities
•
•

For some circles, social interaction is a primary focus — “to build a community of women who enjoy
working together” (Everychild Foundation).
For women’s groups in particular, a driving force is social with a purpose.

Engage Members
•
•
•

Especially in less formal groups, volunteers conduct all aspects of the circle’s administration.
Even in groups with paid staff support, they are largely driven by volunteers.
In some circles (usually the larger and more formal ones), there is also direct engagement with the
nonprofit organisations being supported.

Maintain Independence
•
•

Giving circles are typically not tied to any one charity, with members deciding where funds should be
distributed. This is in contrast to a donor circle that would be organised by an individual nonprofit as
a fundraising tool.
An ambiguous type of giving circle is that associated with university foundations where distribution
is limited exclusively to the institution, but the circle has flexibility to decide on individual projects.

Adapted from a dataset of up to 188 giving circles in 2005 in Eikenberry (2009, p. 58 - 60) and from later reports and studies done by others.

groups” where preselected charities pitch to an in-

tributing funds. They can contribute to helping in-

vited audience of potential donors, e.g., The Fund-

dividuals learn that charitable giving can be socially

ing Network (TFN) which originated in the United

impactful, enjoyable and personally fulfilling.

Kingdom, but has since expanded internationally,
including to Asia.
Eikenberry and Breeze found that in general
“giving circles in the U.K. and Ireland appear to
be primarily a means of developing philanthropy.
When people described this focus, they most frequently discussed the desire and need to maximise the experience of giving, in particular making
giving meaningful and more personal.” We believe
that the educational function of giving circles is as
important as their efficiency in collecting and dis16

Giving Circles in Asia
Our 2014 study in the ESF series identified 37
giving circles in Asia which we broadly grouped as
either transplanted (also termed imported) or indigenous. By 2017 the number had risen to 66 (see
Table 1), a figure that almost certainly underestimates the true number. Transplanted giving circles
have a direct link to collective giving initiatives in
the United States or the United Kingdom, either
through a formal affiliation (e.g., Social Venture

Partners) or a loose partnership (e.g., Impact 100).

city chapters that has enabled its members (part-

In contrast, indigenous circles were initiated inde-

ners) to address both localised and national social

pendently inside Asia. Although they have no direct

issues, and to work in an enhanced collaboration

link to groups outside the region, they may have

called collective impact.

been inspired by them.

Transplanted Giving Circles
Our previous study found that transplanted giving circles were promoted by a locally based champion who had personally embraced the vision for

Impact 100 is a network of giving circles in U.S.
cities that comprises predominantly women members. In expanding to Australia, the chapters became mixed gender, reflecting the preferences of
its Australian members.

collective giving. None of these circles appeared

When TFN developed live crowd funding in Aus-

to have resulted from aggressive franchising, but

tralia, it adapted the usual TFN model to focus on

rather were initiatives driven locally and supported

providing events that were hosted by corporate

by circles and their networks in the United States or

partners. Helping corporate business develop the

the United Kingdom. Giving circles created in this

philanthropy practices of their staff and clients was

way maintained strong links with their partner cir-

an adaption that TFN viewed as an important niche

cles in the United States or the United Kingdom, but

activity for crowd funding (John, Chia, & Ito, 2017, p.

adapted core methodologies for the local context.

46 - 47). Adaptations of a core model of the kind ex-

We typically found that nationals with international

hibited by SVP India, Impact 100 and TFN Australia

experience had initiated most of the transplanted

illustrate the flexibility of transplanting a giving cir-

circles although some were established by resident

cle model into Asia.

expatriates.
The most prominent of the transplanted circles originated from Social Venture Partners (SVP),
Impact 100 and Awesome networks in the United
States, and TFN in the United Kingdom.

Indigenous Giving Circles
Our interviews with the founders of indigenous
Asian giving circles over the last four years have
revealed different motivations and experiences
for the launch of collective giving initiatives in the

SVP is the largest and most established of the

region. Dasra Giving Circles evolved out of Dasra’s

western networks replicating its model in Asia.

work with social entrepreneurs when helping them

Since its founding in 1997 in Seattle, SVP has been

grow their enterprises to scale. Dasra offered In-

a predominantly North American network with de-

dian philanthropists the opportunity to support

velopment outside of the United States limited to

screened nonprofit organisations by clubbing to-

Canada. In 2005 a chapter opened in Tokyo, fol-

gether in giving circles. New Day Asia grew from

lowed by chapters in Australia, China, India and

a group of friends in Hong Kong with a concern

Korea after 2012. Although affiliation of the SVP

about child exploitation in Asia. First Seed Fund

network is a formal process and requires the pay-

was launched as the vehicle for Australian busi-

ment of an annual fee by all chapters for the cen-

nesswomen to go beyond networking to philan-

tralised support each receives, the Asian initiatives

thropic action. Individuals who heard about giving

have taken a core model and adapted it to local

circles at conferences and seminars realised they

culture and circumstance. We will see in Chapter 5

too could experiment with collective giving; little

how SVP India developed a corporate structure of

red dot and the Ripple Movement are giving circles
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in Singapore inspired in this way. Focus India Fo-

We identified 19 giving circles in Asia that are

rum provides expatriate Indian nationals working

hosted by a philanthropy intermediary, usually a

in Singapore with the opportunity to meet socially

community foundation (see Table 2). In Australia

and give back to charitable work in India.

and New Zealand, hosting is the simplest way for

Hosting of Giving Circles
One intriguing characteristic of many giving
circles is their hosting by philanthropic intermediaries. In a sample of 160 American giving circles,
68 percent were found to be hosted by another organisation (Bearman, 2007; Bearman, 2008). More
than half of these hosts were community foundations. Other hosts included public foundations,
grantmaker associations, nonprofits, and educational and health institutions.
The function of a host was, at a minimum, to
provide treasury services (accepting, holding and
disbursing grants to beneficiaries on behalf of a
circle). In a jurisdiction such as the United States
where there are strong incentives for tax-efficient
giving, a giving circle must hold the requisite tax
status itself or affiliate with a host that provides
such a fiscal service. Other hosts added value by
publicising the circle’s activity and helping with
identification of grantee organisations.
Eikenberry and Breeze (2015) found that 16 of
the 80 giving circles in their European study were
run by host organisations providing fiscal services
and staff support although it is likely that several
of these were in fact donor circles hosted by the
nonprofit whose programmes are the sole beneficiaries of the funds raised. Of the two hosting arrangements named in the study, one (Tiffany Circle) is a donor circle hosted by British Red Cross
and the other (The Rosa Giving Circle for Suffolk)
is a now defunct partnership between a national
nonprofit focused on supporting women and girls
and a community foundation. The partnership has
since been replaced by a sub-fund run by the community foundation for donors wishing to support
projects for women and girls.
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a giving circle to benefit from tax deductibility for
charitable donations without the circle itself having to register directly with revenue authorities. A
host with tax deductibility status would typically
administer a circle’s donations as a sub-fund, with
all funds passing through to the nonprofit selected
by the circle. A host can provide value beyond fiscal administration by giving the circle access to a
wealth of knowledge about social issues and nonprofits in the location where they operate.
Hosts like community foundations foster giving circles to fulfil their mission to promote philanthropy, develop new donors, and provide more
resources for charitable activities. Ideally the relationship between the circle and the host is mutually beneficial (see Table 3). The hosting arrangement
arises in one of three ways: a circle is initiated by a
group of individuals and then approaches a potential host; the individuals and the host develop the
giving circle jointly; or the host itself initiates the
formation of a circle. In whatever way the hosting
partnership may be initiated, there may be latent
issues of ownership and legitimacy as in any relationship.
When SVP Melbourne was formed in 2013 the
founders thought strategically about the kind of legal identity that would best fit the long-term goals
of the chapter. They wanted a dual legal status
that would give the chapter the flexibility, once established, to set aside loan and equity capital for
investing in social enterprises, and the ability to
give grants to seed riskier, start-up nonprofits. The
partners established a public ancillary fund for taxdeductible charitable donations, and incorporated
an operating company, without charitable tax deduction status, for investment. This requirement
for investment and grant flexibility was behind the

Table 1: Giving Circles in Asia
Giving Circle

Country

Typology

Website (viewed on April 27, 2017)

1

100 Women

Australia

Indigenous

https://100women.com.au/

2

10x10

Australia

Indigenous

https://10x10philanthropy.
com/10x10/about

3

ACT of Women Giving

Australia

Indigenous

https://www.actofwomengiving.
com.au/

4

Awesome Adelaide

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/adelaide

5

Awesome Melbourne

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/melbourne

6

Awesome Newcastle

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/newcastle

7

Awesome Sydney

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/sydney

8

First Seeds Fund

Australia

Indigenous

http://firstseedsfund.com.au/

9

Impact 100 Fremantle

Australia

Transplanted

https://www.facebook.com/impact100fremantle/

10

Impact 100 Tasmania

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.impact100tasmania.
com.au/

11

Impact 100 Melbourne

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.impact100melbourne.
org/

12

Impact 100 South Australia

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.impact100sa.org.au/

13

Impact 100 Sydney

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.impact100sydney.org.
au/

14

Impact 100 Sydney North

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.impact100sydneynorth.org/

15

Impact 100 Western
Australia

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.impact100wa.org.au/

16

Melbourne Women's Fund

Australia

Indigenous

http://melbournewomensfund.
org/

17

PiCCA

Australia

Indigenous

http://picca.org.au/

18

SVP Melbourne

Australia

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/melbourne/

19

TFN Australia

Australia

Transplanted

https://www.thefundingnetwork.
com.au/

20

The Channel

Australia

Indigenous

http://www.the-channel.org/whatis-a-giving-circle

21

Woman & Change

Australia

Indigenous

http://www.womenandchange.
com.au/

22

SVP China (Beijing)

China

Transplanted

http://www.svpchina.org/

23

Yizhong Fund

China

Indigenous

None

24

New Day Asia

Hong Kong

Indigenous

http://www.newdayasia.org/

25

SVhk

Hong Kong

Indigenous

http://sv-hk.org/

26

Synergy Future Funders

Hong Kong

Indigenous

http://www.synergysocialventures.
org/futurefundercampaign-1/
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27

UBS 20/20 Young Leaders’
Social Impact Group

Hong Kong

Indigenous

None

28

Caring Friends

India

Indigenous

https://sites.google.com/a/caringfriends.in/caring-friends/home

29

Dasra Giving Circle (Educate
Girls)*

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

30

Dasra Giving Circle
(Muktangan)*

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

31

Dasra Giving Circle
(SNEHA)*

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

32

Dasra Giving Circle
(Sarathi)*

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

33

Dasra Giving Circle
(Shelter)*

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

34

Dasra Giving Circle (NAZ)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

35

Dasra Giving Circle (Aangan) India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

36

Dasra Giving Circle (TISS/
RCIVAW)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

37

Dasra Giving Circle (Inst
Health Management)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

38

Dasra Giving Circle (Going
to School)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

39

Dasra Giving Circle (Impact
Health Fn)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

40

Dasra Giving Circle (Mahila
Housing Trust)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

41

Dasra Giving Circle
(ARMMAN)

India

Indigenous

https://www.dasra.org/ourapproach#give-strategically

42

SVP Delhi

India

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/india/

43

SVP India Bangalore

India

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/bangalore/

44

SVP India Hyderabad

India

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/india/

45

SVP India Mumbai

India

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/svp-mumbai-site-comingsoon/

46

SVP India Pune

India

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/pune/

47

ARUN

Japan

Indigenous

http://arunseed.jp/en/

48

MURC

Japan

Indigenous

None

49

SVP Tokyo

Japan

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/svp-tokyo/

50

SVP Seoul

Korea

Transplanted

http://www.socialventurepartners.
org/svp-seoul/
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51

Awesome Ulaanbaatar

Mongolia

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/ulaanbaatar

52

Awesome Hamilton**

New Zealand

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/hamilton

53

Awesome Whangarei

New Zealand

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/whangarei

54

Better Beginnings Collective

New Zealand

Indigenous

None

55

Fabulous Ladies Giving
Circle

New Zealand

Indigenous

None

56

TFN New Zealand

New Zealand

Transplanted

http://www.thefundingnetwork.
org.nz/

57

100 Women Who Care
Singapore

Singapore

Transplanted

https://100womensingapore.
wordpress.com/about-2/

58

apVentures

Singapore

Indigenous

None

59

Asia Philanthropy Circle

Singapore

Indigenous

https://www.asiaphilanthropycircle.org/

60

Awesome Singapore

Singapore

Transplanted

http://www.awesomefoundation.
org/en/chapters/singapore

61

Focus India Forum

Singapore

Indigenous

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/
groups/FocusIndiaForum/info

62

little red dot

Singapore

Indigenous

None

63

SVP Singapore*

Singapore

Indigenous

None

64

TFN Singapore*

Singapore

Transplanted

None

65

The Ripple Movement

Singapore

Indigenous

None

66

Narrow the Gap

Vietnam

Indigenous

http://linnarrowthegap.org/en/
home/

*Dormant or closing down
**In formation

decision not to operate SVP Melbourne as a sub-

staff member of the community foundation left

fund within a community foundation. As one of the

the organisation, leaving the hosting arrangement

founders said, “it’s easy to get your money into a

without an internal champion. Perhaps some com-

community foundation [in Australia] and get a tax

munity foundations co-opted the terminology of

deduction but it’s very difficult to get it out given

a giving circle as a variation on cause-related sub-

the strict rules about who you can give the funds to

funds that they provide for their existing donors or

and how much you must disperse each year” (John,

as a tool for expanding their donor base. Circles

2014/1, p. 41).

driven by the host may lack the independence and

During the course of this study we came across

momentum that a group of individuals will provide.

two examples of hosting of a transplanted giving

The relationship between giving circles and their

circle by a community foundation that raised in

hosts would be an interesting line of future study

our mind several questions of ownership. In both

in Asia. Boyd and Partridge (2017) have explored

cases the community foundation had hosted an

the hosting relationship in Australia and extended

event of the circle, but there was little traction evi-

the analysis to the “interlocking relationships” of

dent in developing the initiatives. In one case a key

stakeholders other than hosts. In our recent study
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Table 2: Asian Giving Circles Hosted by a Philanthropy Intermediary
Giving Circle

Country

Host

Host Type

The Queensland Giving
Circle (Women & Change)

Australia

McCullough Robertson
Foundation

Corporate Foundation

100 Women Western
Australia

Australia

Alchemist Foundation Inc. Private Foundation

Impact 100 Western
Australia

Australia

Australian Communities
Foundation

Community Foundation

Impact 100 Melbourne

Australia

Australian Communities
Foundation

Community Foundation

Impact 100 Fremantle

Australia

Fremantle Community
Foundation

Community Foundation

Impact 100 Sydney

Australia

Sydney Community Foundation

Community Foundation

Impact 100 Tasmania

Australia

Australian Communities
Foundation

Community Foundation

Impact 100 South
Australia

Australia

Australian Communities
Foundation

Community Foundation

Impact 100 Sydney North

Australia

Australian Communities
Foundation

Community Foundation

The Channel Giving Circle

Australia

Gay and Lesbian Foundation of Australia

Private Foundation

Melbourne Women’s
Fund

Australia

Lord Mayor’s Charitable
Foundation

Private Foundation

ACT of Women Giving

Australia

National Foundation of
Australian Women

Private Foundation

SVP Beijing

China

Leping Foundation

Private Foundation

China

Shanghai United
Foundation

Private Foundation

UBS 20/20 Young Leaders’
Hong Kong
Social Impact Group

UBS Optimus Foundation

Private foundation linked
to UBS

TFN New Zealand

New Zealand

Auckland Community
Foundation [Historical
relationship]

Community Foundation

Fabulous Ladies Giving
Circle

New Zealand

Auckland Foundation

Community Foundation

Better Beginnings
Collective

New Zealand

Auckland Foundation

Community Foundation

Singapore

Community Foundation
of Singapore [Initial event
hosted by Community
Foundation of Singapore]

Community Foundation

Yizhong Fund

TFN Singapore

on corporate philanthropy, we profiled an event-

Recent research by Boyd and Partridge (2017)

driven giving circle that commoditised its model as

on a sample of 17 giving circles found that 64 per-

a service to corporate partners who hosted giving

cent were hosted, with the most common service

events for their staff and clients (John, Chia, & Ito,

provided being tax deductible status (80 percent),

2017, p. 46 - 47).

followed by administrative support (63 percent).
The majority of hosts were community foundations
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Table 3: Advantages to Giving Circles, Hosts from Forging a Partnership (Adapted from Bearman, 2007)
Advantages a Giving Circle Seeks through Partnership with a Host

Advantages an Organisation may Gain by Hosting a
Giving Circle

Outreach: Extend knowledge about philanthropy
Fiscal agency and 501(c)(3) tax status: Providing a
into communities and beyond their traditional
vehicle for tax deductibility of members’ donations.
donors.
Grant disbursement: Administration of grants to
benefitting nonprofits.

Enrolment: Recruit new donors, especially reaching
into new segments (women, ethnic/racial, moderate income).

Local knowledge: Insights to issues and nonprofits
in the community; due diligence services.

Servicing existing donors: An opportunity to offer
new services to existing donors, especially those
seeking greater personal involvement in giving.

Credibility: A respected host may help legitimise a
giving circle in the community.

Community leadership: Opportunities to encourage local philanthropy leadership.

Compatibility of mission: Enhanced mission
through partnership with an organisation of
shared vision.

Build grantmaking: To augment resources available
for existing thematic grant programmes.

Staff support: Back office services or expertise.

Building endowment.
Culture of giving: Helping advance the host’s mission of philanthropy development in the community.

and charged a fee of between three and 10 percent

ters in Delhi, Bangkok, Southeast Asia, Maldon

of funds raised for their services.

(Australia) and two in Mongolia, but gained one

Growth of Giving Circles in Asia
It is impossible to state the precise number of
giving circles operating throughout Asia since it is
likely that many exist as informal groups with no
public profile beyond the membership and the
nonprofits that are funded. Our research covers
only those that have a public profile or are known
through our networks. Using this light touch approach, we identified 35 giving circles in our earlier
study (John, 2014/1) and now recorded 66 (see Table 1).
The growth of transplanted giving circles linked
to networks in the United States or the United
Kingdom has varied over the three years since our
earlier study. SVP India has grown a further two
chapters, Impact 100 has added new chapters in
Hobart, Sydney, and North and South Australia.
The Awesome Foundation network has lost chap-

chapter in Australia. The Awesome model provides
a very low barrier to formation of a new chapter
(John, 2014/1, p. 45), requiring only a handful of
members and a very modest monthly contribution.
It is also a model that in some countries has been
difficult to sustain. TFN held initial live crowd funding events in New Zealand and Singapore. While
the Singapore initiative appears to have stalled,
TFN in New Zealand is reforming in 2017 under a
new hosting partnership.
Australia and Singapore recorded the largest
numerical growth of giving circles. In Australia the
number of circles grew from nine in 2014 to the
present 21 via the expansion of transplanted networks and the formation of new indigenous circles.
We identified two giving circles in Singapore in 2014
and nine in this study. One of the original two, however, is winding up in 2017; SVP Singapore, while
inspired by the SVP Network, was never an affiliate
23

and after a small number of projects has decided

means of charitable giving. If giving circles were

to disband. The growth recorded in Singapore has

promoted by philanthropy intermediaries such as

resulted from a mix of new transplanted circles, in-

community foundations or government-led giving

cluding Awesome and 100 Women Who Care, and

campaigns, then the resulting higher profile may

new indigenous models such as Asia Philanthropy

lead to their popularity and growth. Giving circles

Circle (for high-net-worth individuals across South-

aimed at particular segments of the public, e.g.,

east Asia) and small initiatives such as little red dot

wealthy individuals or corporate employees, could

and Ripple Movement.

be promoted by wealth managers and Corporate

It is reasonable to assume that the overall
growth of giving circles in Asia will remain modest,
with new initiatives appearing sporadically unless
consciously promoted as a new and alternative
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Social Responsibility (CSR) managers respectively.

Chapter 4: How Giving Together Impacts on the
Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices of Giving
Circle Members
The key questions we seek to answer in this
study are: “How does being a member of a giving
circle impact on the individual’s knowledge of, attitude to, and practices in (a) the charitable sector,
and (b) philanthropy?” We believe this is an important line of enquiry for the development of the philanthropy sector in Asia, which is a theme of this
working paper series. The philanthropy sector is
rapidly developing across Asia as wealth is created
and with an increasing recognition that private capital can contribute to social transformation.
Well-executed philanthropy that deploys financial, human and intellectual capital leading to positive social outcome need not be limited to large,
professionalised organisations such as private
and corporate foundations. Few individuals have
the agency to bring about significant social impact
through their giving. We believe that the aggregat-

survey allowed respondents to expand on this impact in their own words.

The Scope and Depth of
Member Engagement
How long have you been a member of a giving circle? We found that 83 percent of respondents had participated in a giving circle for a year
or more, with 44 percent citing involvement of at
least three years. The oldest giving circles we identified in our 2014 study dated from 2002 (Focus
India Forum and Caring Friends) and 2007 (New
How long have you been a member of a
giving circle?
Less than 6 months

8%

6-12 months

9%

1-2 years

15%

2-3 years

24%

ed resources and socialisation of a giving circle can

3-4 years

18%

give individuals the opportunity to experience the

More than 4 years

26%

philanthropy outcomes associated with organised

N=188

100%

philanthropy. Giving circles provide a laboratory for
individuals to learn about philanthropy – collabo-

Day Asia). All others were established after 2010.

ratively with their peers. We wanted to test how

New giving circles emerged after 2014, both trans-

giving circles contribute to developing a new gen-

planted and indigenous kinds. The fact that a large

eration of engaged philanthropists who want their

proportion (68 percent) of respondents have expe-

giving to be intelligent, informed and impactful.

rienced giving collectively for more than two years
gives more weight to the subsequent responses on

We distributed an anonymous two-part survey
in five languages to giving circles in nine countries

how membership has impacted their understanding and practices.

and received 188 responses from 38 circles. The
first set of questions enquired about respondents’

How did you become a member of a giving

depth and scope of engagement with their cir-

circle? Sixty-three percent of the respondents

cle. These are followed by questions that probed

were recruited by friends or colleagues who were

how membership has impacted on the individual’s

already members of the giving circle. Such organic,

knowledge, attitude and practices. Part 2 of the

peer-led growth, based on high levels of trust and
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shared networks and interests, is important during

aspects of being in a giving circle are important.

the early years of the giving circle community.

Meeting new people with a common interest in phi-

Of the 41 giving circles asked to distribute the
survey to their members, just eight do not have
a website or public Facebook page. Only 14 percent of members joined a giving circle after visiting a website or reading an article. Two of the circles without websites are hosted by a community
foundation that presumably marketed the circles
to its constituency. A few are circles targeted at, or
formed by, wealthy individuals. They appear to be
How did you become a member of a giving
circle?
I was invited by a friend or colleague.

63%

I contacted the circle after seeing public
information (e.g., a website, newspaper
article).

14%

Other

22%

N=188

100%

lanthropy, sharing meals, field visits, and reaching
consensus about funding decisions all contribute
to the socialisation of giving for what is most commonly a lone pursuit. The notion that giving can be
pursued with others is likely to make giving more
enjoyable, helps build confidence, and provides
learning opportunities amongst peers as well as a
sense of contributing to something big while sharing responsibilities. Giving circle members in our
earlier study had these to say:
“[Joining a giving circle] offered me the
confidence level I needed to allay my own
anxieties of making larger donations than I
had given in the past.”
“[Joining has given] a networking opportunity to help me understand a broader
range of issues and how other donors look

closed groups with membership by invitation rather than public enquiry. The assertion that giving circles democratise philanthropy by making organised
giving available for relatively small donations holds
generally true despite the existence of several circles that require large donations.

“We felt that joining a giving circle gave
us the opportunity to participate in a bigger
project without shouldering all the day-today management support, and like the club
deals we do commercially, the circle helped

The social aspects of participating in the giving circle are important for me (meeting new
people, opportunity to talk about giving with
others, dinners or other social events). A majority of members (66 percent) find that the social

The social aspects of participating in the
giving circle are important for me (meeting
new people, opportunity to talk about giving
with others, dinners or other social events).
Yes

66%

Maybe

18%

No

16%

N=188

100%
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at their philanthropy.”

us build relationships with other funders.”
How many hours each month do you typically spend on the giving circle’s activities? Sixtynine percent of respondents are involved in their
giving circle’s activities for five hours or less each
How many hours each month do you
typically spend on the giving circle's
activities? (Attending meetings, volunteering,
reading materials, visiting nonprofits, etc.)
Less than 1 hour

36%

1 to 5 hours

33%

5 to 10 hours

14%

More than 10 hours

17%

N=188

100%

month, with over a third (36 percent) spending less

Select all the activities you have done as a
member of the giving circle.

than an hour. Giving circles will be attractive for
people who are time poor, but committed to finding a way of giving beyond casual cheque writing
or coin donations. The responses to this question
illustrate the popular 80:20 Rule, where 20 percent
of people participating in any human endeavour
shoulder 80 percent of the tasks. The 17 percent of
our respondents, who donate more than 10 hours
a month towards circle activities, are a core group
committed to keeping the circle functioning and
allowing the majority to contribute whatever time
they have available.
Giving circles that are hosted by philanthropy
intermediaries (see Table 2 in the previous chapter)
are likely to benefit from some administrative sup-

Donated money to the circle to support
nonprofit organisations

85%

Donated money for the circle's administrative expenses

39%

Regularly attend circle meetings/conference calls

66%

Nominated a nonprofit for the circle to
support

37%

Volunteered your time to a nonprofit
supported by the circle

44%

Volunteered your time to help manage
the circle

40%

Attended an educational event about
philanthropy or the social sector

55%

Visited nonprofits supported by the circle or visited their projects

51%

Helped monitor or evaluate projects sup- 39%
ported by the circle

port from their hosts, reducing the need for purely

Introduced friends or colleagues who
have joined the giving circle

member volunteering. Only a few circles (notably
SVP chapters) employ full or part time staff for the

62%

N=188

circle’s administration. Even in those cases the time
donated by members remains an important char-

of giving, with donation of skills and time a core

acteristic of collective giving. One giving circle we

characteristic of membership.

interviewed resisted the use of any paid staff to
manage the circle or the projects it supported even

More than half (55 percent) of respondents had

as the administrative burden grew over time. The

attended an educational event about philanthropy

founders believe volunteerism is a core value that

or the social sector organised by their giving circle.

held the group together.

Providing ad hoc or a programme of educational
events adds value to the experience members gain

Select all the activities you have done as a

in hands-on grantmaking with their peers. Focus

member of the giving circle. One would expect

India Forum, as we will see below, takes advantage

more than 85 percent of the respondents to report

of visits by Indian nonprofit leaders to Singapore

having donated money to the giving circle, but the

to host occasional member events. Other circles

figure may reflect individuals who had recently

develop more formal educational programmes for

joined a circle that had not yet begun a grantmak-

members. The Melbourne chapter of SVP in Aus-

ing cycle. Forty percent of members had contrib-

tralia held its first educational event for Partners in

uted some time to managing the activities of their

2017 on the topic of Theory of Change.5 The semi-

circle, and an even greater number (44 percent)

nar was given by the chapter’s own partners and

had volunteered to work with a nonprofit the cir-

drew on their direct experience of helping scale up

cle had chosen to fund. Over a half (51 percent) of
members had visited a nonprofit or project supported by the circle. These figures support that giving circles are a relatively high engagement model

The event presentation can be accessed at www.socialventurepartners.org/melbourne/wp-content/uploads/
sites/68/2017/03/SVPM-presentation-v1.3-170315-forSVPM-website.pdf
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one of the giving circle’s grantees. An instructive

usually only found in the domain of institutional

event offered by a giving circle that utilises its own

grantmakers.

members is a powerful tool for donor education.
The UBS 20/20 Young Leaders’ Social Impact Group
uses its partnership with UBS Optimus Foundation
to provide its members (young philanthropists in
their 20s and 30s) with educational events through
the UBS philanthropy forums and tailored advice
from foundation staff.
Such educational events may draw from the experience of members and grantees or use external,
professional resources. In either case a giving circle
is a platform that nurtures learning through a variety of pedagogical styles.

It is reasonable to assume that such engagement in the grantmaking process, such as volunteering and project evaluation, is important for
the educational dimension of collective giving that
results in impact on the individual’s understanding
and practices.
The impact that volunteering has on the members of a giving circle is illustrated in the case study
on New Day Asia. New Day Asia and its members
are based in Hong Kong, and the nonprofits the circle supports are located in China, India, Nepal and
Southeast Asia. More recently the circle has also

Volunteering your time and skills to a non-

begun to support nonprofits locally in Hong Kong.

profit organisation supported by the circle.

To provide non-financial support, New Day’s mem-

When asked to differentiate between skilled and

bers would often travel outside Hong Kong or meet

unskilled volunteering with a nonprofit supported

with a nonprofit’s staff when they passed through

by their circle, over half (53 percent) of members

Hong Kong. The Australian giving circle PiCCA (see

have offered their professional skills. These would

case study) has an international development fo-

include advising the nonprofit on such areas as

cus. Site visits to nonprofits have required mem-

strategy, financial accounting, fundraising, human

bers to travel considerable distances to Bougain-

resources or IT. Nearly one third (29 percent) of

ville, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Swaziland in order to

members gave unskilled volunteering to nonprof-

evaluate new projects and monitor existing ones.

its, either to the organisation or to its beneficiaries.
More than one third (39 percent) of members had
helped in the monitoring and evaluation of grants
donated to nonprofits, a technical activity that is
Volunteering your time and skills to a nonprofit organisation supported by the circle.
Please select which of these apply to you.

What other kinds of charitable activity are
you involved in outside of the giving circle? To
What other kinds of charitable activity are
you involved in outside of the giving circle?
I regularly make donations to nonprofits. 65%
I participate in a workplace giving scheme. 19%

I have offered a nonprofit organisation
my professional skills (e.g., advising on
strategy, fundraising or operations).

53%

I give through a family foundation.

I have offered a nonprofit unskilled volunteering time (e.g., organising events
or directly assisting beneficiaries, such
as by reading to children, helping in
kitchens, or driving).

29%

I regularly volunteer my time to nonprofit 43%
organisations (including a school parents'
association or community organisations).

I have not volunteered with a nonprofit
organisation that the circle supports.

31%

I'm not involved in much charitable activ- 14%
ity outside of the giving circle.

N=188

100%

N=188
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10%

I make donations through my local 10%
community foundation.

I'm a business angel who invests in social 9%
enterprises.

gain a wider understanding of the giving behaviour
of respondents, we asked about their habits outside of their membership in a giving circle. There
is no intention to suggest causality in comparison

Knowledge, Attitude and
Practices of Giving Circle
Members

to their activity as giving circle members; we don’t

We designed the survey to test our assumption

know if their pre-existing habits influence their giv-

that membership in a giving circle impacted on the

ing as members or if membership influences their

knowledge, attitude and practices of members,

wider giving habits.

leading to:

Fourteen percent of members give exclusively

•

the nonprofit sector

through their circle and do not make other donations. An approximately equal number of respondents volunteer for charitable work as a giving
circle member or outside of the circle. Nearly one

Increased understanding of social issues and

•

Increased understanding of philanthropy

•

Better attitude towards nonprofit organisations

•

More individual giving to nonprofits

•

Giving becoming more focused or strategic

•

Greater civic engagement in their community

in 10 members (nine percent) are business angels
who are active in angel investing for impact, the
kind of individuals who prompted us to study this
kind of impact investing in an earlier paper (John,
2015).

Personal
Enlightenment
and Empathy

I learnt that there are pockets of my
community that are poor despite how
developed and affluent my country appears
and children are dropping out of school too
early and having their destinies decided for
them too soon.

It has opened my eyes to the
needs of the society and the
underprivileged everywhere.

It’s given me a deeper
understanding of some
of the challenges faced
by sections of society that
I would not be exposed
to otherwise, and also
environmental issues that
impact the city.

I've become more aware of underserved
parts of the community; not surprising but
still eye-opening: mental and psychological
illness, people with disabilities, the arts,
environmental concerns.

I have no challenges in life. All I
have is 'solvable simple issues'.
Challenges faced by other
people are humungous.

Made me more sensitive to
needs of the society at large.
Groups I would not have
known existed.

Understanding and sympathy for social
issues increased.

On a deeper level, it has made
me appreciate my life and,
as a result, realise that I can
help connect people who need
access to opportunities to solve
their problem or escape the
situation that they are in.

Think more about the
community's priorities.

It helps me to know it more in detail and to
have a relationship with community.
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I feel better informed about
social issues and the nonprofit
sector.

“I feel better informed about social issues
and the nonprofit sector.” We found that 86 percent of respondents agreed with this statement,
which validates the premise that participating in
a giving circle provides opportunity for individuals
to gain knowledge and understanding about social

1%

and environmental issues within their own com-

13%

munities and the ways these can be addressed by
nonprofit organisations.
Part 2 of the survey gave respondents the opportunity to expand on how their understanding of
their community, its social problems, and the nonprofit sector has changed through their participa-

86%

tion in a giving circle. We have selected a sample
of these responses and presented them under the
themes of Personal Enlightenment and Empathy and

YES
MAYBE
NO

Chart 4.1: How membership in a giving
circle impacts understanding of social
issues and the nonprofit sector.

Strategic Insights.
Membership in a giving circle brought people
into contact with parts of their community previously hidden to them, or kept at arm’s length because of social stratification. Such enlightenment
also led to greater empathy for others less fortu-

Strategic Insights

I have a much clearer understanding
of the entrenched, systemic issues that
society is dealing with and a clearer
understanding of the responses of
nonprofit organisations to these issues.  

Being a member of a giving
circle has allowed me greater
exposure and insight into some
of the issues affecting women
and children in particular in
Asia, and how NGOs work to
combat these challenges.

I've gained a more in-depth
understanding of the social
sector – from donation, to
execution, to monitor and
evaluation.

I have come to know the needs of the
society. I have also come to know how
well needs can be met if we can pool
together to help a section of the society.
It is a wonderful use of the hard earned
money.

Understanding the importance
of due diligence and
transparency in donating to
nonprofits.

… in general I learnt about
the events that are currently
occurring around me, new
ideas, and how the seeds of
development are bringing
prosperity for people.

Understand that is possible to not
only contribute money, but also time,
experience, etc.

I became strongly interested
by the characteristics of
the strategic aspect of
nonprofit organisations and
the mechanism concerning
organisational growth.

It has helped me understand
the importance of collaboration
in making things work as well
as patience to see a long term
impact.

I have learnt the importance of strong
visionary leadership.

Directed me towards
sustainable development,
environmental protection,
and green manufacturing/
production.
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nate. In addition to these emotional connections
to their community, members also gained strategic insights into how social problems could be addressed through the agency of nonprofit organisa-

I feel more positive about
the work of nonprofit
organisations.

tions.
“I feel more positive about the work of nonprofit organisations.” In many Asian countries,

3%
10%

nonprofit organisations are poorly understood or
even viewed with suspicion. Individuals who do not
work in the nonprofit sector are unlikely to have
an accurate knowledge of charities simply from being passive donors or even as volunteers. The low

87%

level of direct experience of nonprofits and the occasional media report exposing malpractice or corruption can lead to individuals having a negative
perception of charitable organisations.

YES
MAYBE
NO

Joining a giving circle offers an almost unique
opportunity to observe and engage with nonprofit
organisations. A giving circle member may collaborate with other members to visit a nonprofit and

Chart 4.2: How membership in a giving
circle impacts attitude towards nonprofit
organisations.

Discernment

I'm less idealistic and more empathetic
towards their work. I feel a greater
personal connection to their challenges
and increased my knowledge of the
context in which they work which is often
extremely difficult. It makes me more
patient and understanding about failures
and unexpected issues. It makes me
more realistic and also somewhat more
questioning about plans and budgets. I
seriously admire the leaders of the NGOs
that we support in giving circles and hugely
respect their passion and commitment to
changing the lives of girls.

Some are more targeted
and effective in their work
than others.

I have a better understanding
of the challenges they face and
am more committed to their
success.

I think it has helped me understand how
NGOs work a little better, the challenges
they face, the funding, employee,
management issues. It definitely educates
you to the fact that some are run well, and
some, not very well at all.

I am more sceptical about
the claims some nonprofits
make. I also appreciate
the enormous effort
required for nonprofits to
be successful, especially
where they are not
relying predominantly on
government funding.

I have developed a more
nuanced understanding of
the really critical factors in
organisations …

It has demonstrated that an organised and
focused approach with operating discipline
can be brought into a volunteer-based
organisation as well.

I feel really good about
NGOs and trust that the
money I donate will go
towards the right target.
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Capacity

I have a better appreciation of how difficult
it is to "get professional" about getting
things done when you are trying just to get
things done in your spare time.

They need assistance,
particularly in operations
and marketing.

They have a lot of passion,
but very low on skills and
understanding of how the
corporate sector works. They
need to be hand-held to become
more effective.

I have come to appreciate the difficult
circumstances in which NGOs work
with very limited resources and more
importantly very few experts/people who
may be needed for doing all the 'corporate
style' activities that donors expect.

I understand that
nonprofits can achieve a
lot with comparatively little
funding.

understand its mission and operations in a way

discerning about the qualities and weaknesses of

that is not normally available to individual donors.

individual charities as well as the need to profes-

Having a more positive attitude is a consequence of

sionalise the sector.

better understanding of nonprofits and experiencing their work first-hand. We found that 87 percent
of giving circle members viewed nonprofits more
positively as a result of giving collectively.
Unlike the traditionally passive model of donating to a nonprofit, perhaps following a fundraising campaign, a giving circle engages with the
nonprofits it evaluates and supports. Members will
discuss with their peers the merits of supporting
one particular nonprofit over another. Collectively
evaluating a nonprofit for possible funding, making
field visits, monitoring progress, and perhaps volunteering skills or time change perceptions about
nonprofits and help circle members become more

We have grouped selected responses from Part
2 of the survey on the topic of perceptions towards
nonprofits under the themes of Discernment, Capacity, Administrative Overheads, and Strategic Insights.
Working alongside a nonprofit during the grantmaking cycle and possibly volunteering give a giving circle member insights about the capacity of
the organisation – leadership, systems and operations. Respondents recognised that the passion
shown by a nonprofit’s staff in fulfilling its mission
is seldom matched by organisational capabilities in
finance and management.

Administrative
Overheads

Administrative fees are a necessary part of
running nonprofits.

I am less sceptical about
their expenses.

Definitely removed many myths
especially about administrative
costs, viability of interventions,
etc.

I still have yet to see how the donated
money eventually benefits the recipients as
I can only see it going into a cause. The flow
on effects where the funds are depleted
due to admin costs are not immediately
clear.

It helped me to understand
that not all of them spend
a substantial amount of
money on administration
and themselves.

It’s a mix. There are very very
few NGO who totally run
without taking any money
from donations. Most of the
organisations take a good 10 –
20 percent of the donations into
administrative expenses which is
something that I came to know
after starting this giving circle.
We are very careful in choosing
the NGOs and keep in mind
the percentage of their admin
expenses.

Seeing the in-country benefits has been
good, but I chose the giving circle because
the money goes straight into projects (not
much admin cost).
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Strategic Insights

I have found giving circles tend to target
NGOs or projects which are more early
stage versus developed organisations.
These NGOs may not have a thorough
understanding of whether their work
actually generates impactful outcomes. As
a result, there is a high risk the capital can
be deployed and lost without any return
on investment. Or perhaps ROI is positive
but for some reason the NGO is unable to
get follow-on funding, or get buy-in from
the government, and the project still fails.
This is not bad; there needs to exist "risk
capital" to support these "start-up NGOs".
However givers need to understand the
implications of this.

I am a bit sceptical of
organisations which are run
like for-profit organisations and
seem to put more emphasis on
raising funds alone rather than
engaging people in the cause in
multiple ways.

I am learning about how the culture of
donation ecosystem and donors’ thinking
should change in order for philanthropy to
be more sustainable and healthy.

“I feel better informed about philanthropy
and what it means to give effectively.” This
question reaches to the heart of our assumption
that giving circles offer the opportunity to learn

Reinforced my view that
often impact metrics that
work in the for-profit
sector cannot be applied
to the nonprofit sector.
There is bound to be some
wastage and efficiency loss
in giving as we experiment
with models that work to
improving people's lives.

I feel better informed about
philanthropy and what it
means to give effectively.

about philanthropy by doing, and doing so in the
company of one’s peers. Eighty-three percent of

5%

circle members felt better informed about philanthropy and effective giving. Only five percent of respondents felt that participation in a giving circle

12%

had not made them better informed about effective philanthropy, and had commented in Part 2 of
the survey that the reason was they already have
significant experience of organised giving.
We have organised selected reflections of giving

83%

circle members from Part 2 of the survey under the
themes of Collective Action, Engagement, Transparency and Strategic Insights.
Whether an individual has regularly given charitable donations or not before joining a giving circle,
the most obvious new experience is the act of giving collectively, rather than alone. The comments

YES
MAYBE
NO

Chart 4.3: How membership in a
giving circle impacts understanding of
philanthropy.

on collective action reflect the advantages of a collective process and outcome. The process of joint
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Collective Action

It has made me realise that by working
with like-minded people we can help bring
about change.

Bit better understanding
of grassroots social
development, how people
are motivated given that
all members participate
in funding allocation
decisions.

I had good understanding of the
theory, & also of the practice
of individual giving; this has
expanded my understanding
of the real power in collective
giving, which is about connecting
two different communities.

In a large country with multifarious issues,
a collaborative approach that can connect
many dots can work better to deliver
results than large monolithic organisations
that want to do it all.

Tagging with more
knowledgeable people is
always contagious.

Just like any other aspect of life,
focus is the key ... It is not about
giving alone, it is about sharing
...

A group or charity will be more effective
than a single individual. Understand
collective strength.

Deepened my
understanding. The
approach of more
experienced members
has helped me be more
thoughtful about impact
and "ROI" on charitable
investments.

Engagement

Perhaps that philanthropy need not
only be contribution of funds but also
contribution of different kinds of skills
and very importantly about developing
empathy.

It has enhanced it and
given me an opportunity
to be hands on with rather
than just donate materials.

Working with the NGOs and
mentoring as well as giving time
can be as important as just
giving money.

Made me think more holistically than on
episodic basis.

Realised there are many
ways to contribute and
how to be clear about how
to use the money for best
impact.

I feel philanthropy in its true
sense is far removed from the
act of merely donating funds, it
is nurturing and being deeply
involved and committed to a
cause. Giving circles seem to be
on one end and philanthropy on
the other end of the spectrum.

Helped me identify ways in which I can
assist in capacity building of NGOs
and help them in small ways to meet
expectations from donors.

Charity [Philanthropy]
does not necessarily
include donating money,
but donating time, energy,
skills, and relationships is
supportive and beneficial
for philanthropy.

Not everything related to charity
(philanthropy) involves money.

I also prefer to give to organisations that I
can learn about, not just sending cheques
out.

Giving money alone is not
enough. Involvement is
crucial to ensure that there
is no wastage of precious
resources.

My understanding of helping
NGOs was only by way of
donation. With involvement with
caring friends that thinking has
totally changed. It’s not only the
donation a person can do for
NGOs. There are many, many
ways of extending help to NGOs.
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discovery, decision making and learning are held

circle management activities. Even the few circles

to have greater effectiveness than solitary giving.

that employ executive staff could not fully function

The outcome from having pooled capital and vol-

without member volunteers.

unteering is greater than individual impacts.

But beyond member involvement in the inter-

In order to function effectively, giving circles

nal management of a circle, many giving circles

generally require their members to volunteer time

encourage their members to engage with the non-

to the general running of the group – grant man-

profits the circle funds by volunteering their time

agement, website and marketing, legal and statuto-

and skills. We saw earlier that 44 percent of mem-

ry reporting, and external relations. We saw above

bers have volunteered with a supported nonprofit.

that 40 percent of members volunteer their time in

Fifty-three percent of such volunteering use the

Transparency

I can see where my money is going.

Practical help needed.
Clear sighted and realistic
goals. Not layers of
administration.

Strategic Insights

There are many strategies and routes in
philanthropy. Also, small projects can have
significant impacts.

I have seen how a business
approach can make
donations more effective, I
have seen how important it
is to understand the whole
project in context, I have
seen how a small amount
can make a big difference
if the decision-making is
effective.

It has taught me that utilising
your wealth for meaningful
purpose requires planning
and efforts to optimally use
resources.

Made me more aware of the difficulties
of measuring impact and made me more
focused only on giving to issues that I deem
worthy.

Awareness that strategic
giving is a lot more work
than what one thinks.

I started to focus on the
potentiality of venture
philanthropy rather than
conventional philanthropy.

I am beginning to understand a part of
the diversity of philanthropy, especially
the continuity between commercial for
investment and social investment including
philanthropy.

I believed that strategic
development philanthropy
is important, but so is
at-whim charity. One is
for real changes, another
for nurturing the good
values that are the very
foundation of philanthropy.

Philanthropy could be done by
anyone at any point of time. You
don't have to be a super rich
person to be a philanthropist.

Being strategic is hard. Be patient and do
your due diligence. Get professional help if
you can.
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professional skills of the member to advise a non-

other resources, and the need for social impact

profit on areas such as strategy, fundraising or op-

metrics.

erations. Respondents indicate that engaging with
a nonprofit beyond a grant is efficient, impactful,
develops empathy, and provides a holistic view of
philanthropy.

Do changes in knowledge and attitude influence behaviour? The survey has shown us that
joining a giving circle improves the understanding that an individual has about the social sector,

Another consequence of being engaged with

nonprofits and philanthropy. Membership also

a nonprofit that is receiving funds from a giving

changes people’s attitude towards nonprofits as

circle is the clarity of goal and increased trans-

they become more discerning about the quality of

parency. As an active donor, it is far easier to know

the nonprofit’s work, have opportunities to engage

how a donation has been spent.

with their staff, and volunteer their time or skills to

The donor-education outcomes from giving cir-

nonprofit projects.

cle membership are often quite insightful in terms

Our remaining questions in the survey help us

of the meaning, practice and personal impact of

understand if being better informed and having a

philanthropy. Many of the comments reflect how

more positive attitude towards nonprofits impact

individuals have developed a more sophisticated

on giving behaviour and civic engagement. We

understanding of philanthropy, the need to evalu-

found that a majority of respondents are more

ate organisations ahead of funding decisions, pro-

practically involved in their communities (58 per-

viding support that goes beyond finance to include

cent), donate more to nonprofits (55 percent), and

Being a member of a giving
circle has helped me become
more practically involved in
my community.

Being a member of a giving
circle has led me to give more
money to nonprofits.

21%

16%
26%
58%

YES
MAYBE
NO

Chart 4.4: How membership in a giving
circle impacts involvement in community.
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24%

55%

YES
MAYBE
NO

Chart 4.5: How membership in a giving
circle impacts generosity.

do so in a more focused or strategic way (58 per-

through philanthropy. Over the last 15 years the

cent).

Indian government has introduced policies that

A quarter of respondents are unsure if membership in a giving circle led to their giving more
to nonprofits although 55 percent reported being
more generous as a result.

encourage the many Indians scattered globally to
donate to charitable activities back home.
A large-scale migration of two million Indians –
mostly labourers and traders – to Malaya (Peninsular Malaysia and Singapore) occurred from the

Being a member of a giving
circle has made my giving
more focused or strategic.

mid-19th century for a hundred years. In the last
decades many educated and highly trained Indians
have moved to the burgeoning financial services
sector in Singapore and Hong Kong. Philanthropy
by the Indian diaspora is now thriving in many
countries, most notably the United States (Men-

9%

ezes, Patel, & Pike, 2015).
Time constraints made it difficult to survey the
members of Focus India Forum and the Singapore

33%
58%

chapter of Dasra Giving Circles, so we put a series
of statements to three members of these two giving circles:

YES
MAYBE
NO

Chart 4.6: How membership in a giving
circle impacts philanthropic practices.
Their giving became more focused or strategic, according to 58 percent of respondents. We
interpret this as circle members becoming more
discerning about how they made charitable donations, selecting nonprofits that demonstrate the
likelihood of successful project outcomes.

Diaspora Philanthropy and the
Giving Circle
Two of the giving circles in our study intrigued

Being a member of this giving circle helps 100%
me stay in touch with social issues in my
country of origin.
Being a member of this giving circle helps 100%
me stay in touch with what nonprofits
are doing in my country of origin.
Being a member of this giving circle pro- 100%
vides me a useful opportunity to be in
touch with other expatriates from my
country of origin.
Overall, being a member of this giving cir- 100%
cle helps me stay "better connected" to
my country of origin.
Contributing to this giving circle is an ef- 100%
fective way for me to "give back" to my
country of origin.
All of the respondents had visited nonprofits in
India supported by their circle, or would like to in
the future, and all said that in their charitable giving
they focused mostly on India.

us for providing a diaspora community (in these

Focus India Forum (FIF) is one of the oldest giv-

cases Indian nationals living in Singapore) with

ing circles in our sample, formed in 2002 when a

a means of connecting with their home country

group of 17 Indians living in Singapore each donat37

ed S$20 (US$16) a month into a pooled fund that

Ganapathy underwrote the pledge for one place in

supported Indian nonprofits. The amount was de-

Dasra’s Girls Empowerment giving circle; then sev-

liberately kept small so that individuals would con-

en others each contributed one lakh Indian rupees

tinue to donate to those charities in India they had

(US$1,600). The marginal costs and effort of servic-

long supported, but the new, pooled fund would

ing a syndicate did not fall on Dasra but were met

encourage people to step out and investigate unfa-

by Ganapathy personally.

miliar NGOs or locations.

This innovation brought new donors into Dasra

Ten years later, FIF had grown to more than 250

at a donation cost that was relatively modest for

members, with 180 giving regularly. While the fee

the individuals, but which offered the potential for

remains S$20, many give lump sum donations for

them to graduate into greater levels of generosity

special occasions or when receiving a salary bonus.

as they experienced the impact of collective giv-

Over its first 10 years FIF distributed the equivalent

ing. So far a total of 13 Non-resident Indians (NRIs),

of one crore Indian rupees (US$161,000) and many

from financial services, media and technology in-

in kind donations of clothes and toys.

dustries, have participated in the syndicate, and at

Founding member Ramya Nageswaran firmly
believes that FIF is not just about collecting dona-

least one has progressed to becoming a full member in one of Dasra’s circles.

tions and funding nonprofits. Educating the Indian

Currency flows from the Indian diaspora forms

diaspora about the nonprofit sector back home and

part of an estimated US$350 billion remitted to

the impact of nonprofits are important objectives

developing countries annually. Evans and Menon

of the group. Nageswaran also describes FIF as a

(2013, p. 100) observe that “already these flows

“bridge between donors and NGOs.” When non-

make a very significant contribution to develop-

profit leaders from India pass through Singapore,

ment in such countries, but if a greater proportion

Ramya will convene a social event for members to

could be directed towards impactful philanthropy

learn more about the work of their organisations.

or sustainable social-investment models, it would

Several members of FIF are also donors of the
Singapore chapter of Dasra Giving Circles. One is
Jay Ganapathy, a banker working in Singapore’s
financial services sector, who saw the opportunity to engage Indians in Singapore in Dasra Giving
Circles by syndicating one membership place in
a circle down to several individual sub-members.
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have a huge impact on development outcomes, at
a time when other resources are flat lining. This
is why understanding and promoting successful
models of diaspora giving is important not just in
the context of India but globally.”

Case Study: PiCCA
Getting up close: Site visits to choose and
monitor nonprofit projects

tre running development and other programmes.
PiCCA’s focus on development projects outside
of Australia is relatively unusual for giving circles,
which typically provide support in their own local

Partners in International Collaborative Commu-

communities. One challenge this policy poses for

nity Aid (PiCCA) is an Australian giving circle whose

PiCCA is how to identify and monitor projects from

mission is to improve health, education, income

a distance, and keep members motivated when

and job prospects for disadvantaged communi-

project partners may be hundreds or thousands

ties overseas through sustainable projects that are

of miles away. Warren McMillan, one of PiCCA’s

locally driven, managed and resourced. PiCCA’s

founding directors, said, “we originally thought

members pool donations of money, time and ex-

PiCCA would undertake site visits to monitor pro-

pertise, and are actively involved in locating poten-

jects; we do this and have come to understand

tial projects, choosing how donations are used, and

there is great value in site visits prior to project

assisting project partners with their work.

establishment.” In 2015 PiCCA members made

Since its foundation in 2014 by four individuals,
PiCCA has grown to 21 members and has raised
A$56,000 (US$42,000) for international development projects. The giving circle states that all donations flow to project activities, which is achieved by

post-funding site visits to Sri Lanka and Swaziland
to monitor project progress and offer feedback to
the implementing nonprofit organisations. In 2016
PiCCA identified a new funding opportunity in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea.6

levying a small annual membership fee (A$50). Any
administrative expenses not met by the fee are underwritten by the founding directors. PiCCA has so
far funded nonprofits in Swaziland, Sri Lanka, Nepal
and Bougainville in food security for AIDS orphans,
post-earthquake reconstruction, a women’s commercial catering enterprise, and a community cen-

Bougainville is politically an autonomous region within
Papua New Guinea, but geographically a part of the Solomon
Islands Archipelago. It has historical ties to Australia after the
post Pacific war U.N. settlement.

6

Box 2: Criteria for PiCCA Support
PiCCA has developed detailed policy guidelines that set out the criteria for project selection, the selection process and post-funding monitoring. These policies are guided by best practices in international
development set out by the Australian Council for International Development and the OECD.
To be eligible to receive funding from PiCCA, a project must:
-- Be implemented in a community or communities in a less-developed country overseas approved by
the Minister for Foreign Affairs
-- Assist the community in one or more of the following areas: employment creation, capability development, construction of needed infrastructure, micro-business development, improvement to
health and education outcomes, food security, empowerment of women, or reconciliation between
groups in conflict
-- Not be currently and completely funded, or readily able to be funded by an existing funding source
(government, non-government or private funding)
-- Not in any way help to promote a particular religion or political agenda
-- Be partly resourced by the community in which it is being implemented (e.g., contribution of labour)
where appropriate and feasible, and
-- Be located in communities where there is a sufficiently stable environment for development to gain
traction.
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A Pre-funding Site Visit to
Papua New Guinea

“PiCCA Directors also noted the considerable achievement in bringing the Resource
Centre to fruition – the only such facility in the

Project documentation shows that project visits

community. The library is extensively used by

for assessment or evaluation were carried out and

school groups and community members and

reported in meticulous detail at a depth that be-

the meeting space is used for training ses-

lies the relatively modest size of dispersed grants,

sions as well as community meetings.

recognising particular risks of doing international
development including the avoidance of bribery
and corruption, protecting children, and preventing child trafficking among others. The pre-funding
site visit to Bougainville illustrates the way in which
PiCCA identifies and supports a new international
development project.

“Following the inspection PiCCA Directors
attended the Executive Meeting of the Hako
Women’s Collective. 11 of the 12 executive
members attended the meeting, several
walking long distances in the heat to attend.
Each member introduced themselves and
explained their commitment to the Collec-

In 2016 a PiCCA member alerted the giving cir-

tive. There was discussion about the Col-

cle’s directors to the work of the Hako Women’s

lective’s vision for the amenity block and

Collective (HWC), a self-organised group of indige-

rice mill. PiCCA Directors advised that they

nous women in Buka Island, Bougainville. The self-

were impressed with the work of the Collec-

help organisation appeared to meet the develop-

tive and its strong community support, and

ment policy objectives of PiCCA (see Box 2). After

they understood the need for the project.

a period of negotiation between PiCCA and HWC,

PiCCA Directors explained that all decisions

a field visit was organised over nine days by two of

on funding projects were made collectively

the giving circle’s directors. The proposed project

by PiCCA Members and that other projects

involved the construction of a community centre
(including amenities), but other project opportunities were discussed during the site visit. The report
from the site visit details meetings with HWC members, numerous community visits, cultural events,
and the warm hospitality of the Buka Island residents. The following extract illustrates the observations made by PiCCA directors:
“On 7 November 2016 PiCCA Directors inspected the Hako Women’s Resource Centre
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may also be considered.”
The report from the visit concluded that the
proposed project had considerable merit, and
pointed out specific areas on the project proposal
and budget where further work was necessary,
especially areas related to long-term sustainability. The likely size of the project budget exceeded
that normally funded by PiCCA and the report suggested options for co-funding from an Australian
grantmaking foundation.

and noted the need for more library books,

The site visit allowed relationships to be built,

more space for community meetings and

details of the proposed project to be verified, and

the absence of toilet and washing facilities

the urgency of the project to be better determined.

for women escaping domestic violence. It

The partnership with HWC was subsequently

was estimated that the safe room would be

agreed by PiCCA members and project funding

used on average once per week when the

approved. PiCCA also brokered in-kind support by

Centre is fully operational.

connecting HWC with individuals and institutions

that provided skilled volunteering for the building

project had already made to the lives of participat-

project, including an architect and a building super-

ing women. The report also noted obstacles that

visor.

would affect a successful project outcome, both

A Project Monitoring Visit to Sri
Lanka
In 2015 PiCCA approved a grant of A$10,000
(US$7,500) to the Sri Lankan nonprofit, Bridging
Lanka, to fund a women-led business development
project. One of PiCCA’s directors made a 12-day visit to Sri Lanka during the early stages of the project
implementation to build partnership and monitor
progress. The project report, including a table detailing observations of progress against plan, was
presented to the PiCCA board the day after the visit
was concluded. The table included the nonprofit’s
responses to the observations, indicating a high
degree of participation and transparency in the observation process.
The report noted key items of progress, e.g.,
completion of the business planning process in a

external (loss of funding from a corporate donor,
government policy changes) and internal (the fluctuating number of women actively participating in
the project). The comprehensive report explains
the complexity of project management in the local
cultural and administrative environment.
Any PiCCA member can volunteer to make prefunding and project monitoring visits, but because
all travel costs are borne in full by the individual,
this limits the number of people who can participate in this aspect of PiCCA’s work. Member visits
sometimes took place when the individuals were
on business trips and could add a visit to a PiCCA
project. PiCCA members or directors have made
project assessment and evaluation visits to Swaziland, Nepal and Sri Lanka, but have at this stage
only visited the new project in Papua New Guinea
for a funding assessment.

manner appropriate to the literacy and skill level
of participants; construction site identification;
and the perceived sense of empowerment that the
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Case Study: New Day
Asia

donated to projects in Cambodia, India, Vietnam,
Sri Lanka, Hong Kong, China and Nepal.
New Day’s projects provide women and girls

Adding value through member engagement

with basic needs or assist them to improve their

A New Day Dawns

ment. The giving circle aims to have long-term im-

lives through education and economic empowerpact on the communities in which their projects are

Liza and Chris Green moved to Hong Kong as

implemented, guided by these funding principles:

banking professionals, joining a large community
of expatriate professionals who enjoy a comfort-

•

Funding capital goods such as construction

able lifestyle. But they were troubled by what Liza

and/or equipment for schools, shelters, clinics,

describes as the “dark undercurrent of poverty in

vocational training centres, or other sites whose

Asia.” She and Chris “wanted to respond by giving

aim is aligned with our charitable focus.

intelligently.” Liza researched the abuse of young
women by sex traffickers and made this the fo-

•

societal/governmental programmes (such as

cus of what would become New Day Asia (New

training courses, educational and legal reform

Day), which crystallised as a giving circle when the

programmes or other ventures) which are aimed

Greens presented their proposal at an informal

at prevention, rehabilitation or reintegration

dinner with eight friends in 2007. One of the mem-

activities for women and girls in crisis.

bers, a lawyer, helped the initiative become incorporated as a private company with tax-exempt status in Hong Kong.
Earlier, Liza had already contacted the local office of the Asia Foundation, asking them to suggest a project that New Day could support with a
US$10,000 donation. Over 10 years, membership
grew organically to around 80 members and international donors through dinner parties, word of
mouth, and articles in Hong Kong’s financial press.

Funding capital investments in people and/or

•

Funding variable costs associated with capital
investments, where reasonable and required,
for agreed and fixed time periods. This will be
considered when the related capital investment
was

made

previously

or

will

be

made

concurrently by New Day or a project partner.
(Renewal of such commitments will be decided
based on a review of the project progress and
availability of funds).

New Day members are generally expatriate pro-

Over the last 10 years New Day has mainly

fessionals, but several are Hong Kong permanent

funded the work of nonprofit organisations located

residents.

outside of Hong Kong. In 2017 the giving circle set

Members pledge a modest monthly contribution of HK$500 (US$65) although many give far
more, especially when they receive their work
bonuses. The total pooled funds raised by the
middle of 2016 was approximately US$750,000,
supplemented by approximately US$200,000 in
co-funding from corporate businesses, which were
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aside HK$100,000 (US$13,000) annually in one-off
grants for Hong Kong based nonprofits (that provide women and girls with basic needs or assist
them to improve their lives through education and
economic empowerment) serving women and girls
in crisis.

Engaged Members

professional staff. This keeps costs as low as possible through volunteerism, but more importantly

New Day members meet biannually to decide

engages members in all aspects of the grant man-

which new projects to support. “If we fund anything

agement cycle and administration of the circle.

new, then a member must take that project on as

Members are involved at all stages of grant man-

a champion. Ideally we want to support no more

agement – evaluating potential projects, making

than three or four projects because that’s what we

site visits and posting site visit videos online.

can comfortably manage as volunteers,” said Liza.
Not all of New Day’s members have as much
New Day has always emphasised member in-

time as they would like to engage with nonprof-

volvement as a core value and is reluctant to hire

its or help organise the circle, but those who do

Box 3: Skilled Project Advisory
APLE is a Cambodian nonprofit that combats child sexual abuse and exploitation. One New Day member who is an experienced lawyer with extensive connections in legal circles in Hong Kong and abroad
met with the APLE director on a visit to Phnom Penh and subsequently made an introduction to an
international legal conference looking for speakers. This will provide a platform for APLE to publicise its
work and hopefully solicit further funding and useful legal connections outside of Cambodia. The same
New Day member has volunteered to mentor the director as APLE transitions through a strategy shift.
Seng Girls’ Home (China). Two members have actively managed this project on behalf of New Day for
the past three years. They have visited the Home and provided advice to the founder on hygiene and
health as well as advising on improvements to the building’s heating system. In 2016 New Day funded a
new heating system in the school dormitories and classrooms after extensive research by the members,
based on a cost analysis and their knowledge of the layout of the Home. They helped to source the heaters and insulation. They guided the entire purchase and installation and an exact grant was allocated
based on their groundwork. This helped New Day to fund a solution that worked and was exactly what
the Home needed with no wastage of funds or purchasing inappropriate equipment.
Matara Girls’ Home (Sri Lanka). Major renovations costing US$35,000 are currently underway at the
Home and entirely funded by New Day. From Chris and Liza Green’s visit in 2015, discussions have continued about roof repairs and other works. Chris has reviewed all plans, quotations and together with
the Home’s director, New Day agreed on a specific costing and plan. Each stage of the work is reported
to Chris along with photos and updated budget spend. This constant communication has given the director confidence in the choice of contractor and managing the budget. It has been a shared process of
decision-making which has built the confidence of the Home’s staff. The Home’s director is grateful that
the full amount of budget was disbursed, not based on an arbitrary figure, but on the actual amount
needed for the project. The joint budgeting process was transparent for both parties and empowering
for the Home’s management.

Box 4: Unskilled Volunteering
Seng Girls’ Home (China) and Matara Girls’ Home (Sri Lanka). New Day members have visited both
homes, spent time with the girls and learnt about their needs and circumstances. Several New Day
members have visited Matara Girls’ Home with their own families, giving them an opportunity to introduce their children to a New Day project.
On a visit to Matara in 2016, a New Day member family arranged a day outing for the girls, taking them
to lunch and a visit to a nearby park. This was funded by New Day and gave the girls a respite from their
routine at the Home.
New Day members have organised collections to gather donated clothes and supplies for both homes –
sourcing these from New Day members, their networks and the wider community.
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are exposed to a wide range of activities that uti-

consider supporting. I will never give again without

lise their professional and life skills and networks.

looking through the financial statements! I am also

When members work alongside nonprofits and

much more interested in grassroots NGOs – it has

their projects, they use a full spectrum from skilled

been very exciting to be part of their work,” Rogers

evaluation and advisory to unskilled volunteering

added.

that demonstrates empathy and compassion (see
Boxes 3 and 4).
Liza has seen that an active engagement with
nonprofits contributes to the philanthropic journeys of individual members. She cited the example
of Shannon Rogers who became a member of New
Day Asia in 2011 and was the circle’s volunteer project manager before returning to the United States.
While living in Hong Kong, Rogers and her husband
were looking for ways to support organisations
that addressed sex trafficking in Asia. A meeting
with Liza left her in no doubt that by joining the
giving circle, she could “learn about the issues and
contribute to grassroots initiatives.”
Over time Rogers joined Liza in the day-to-day
running of the giving circle – managing grantee
relationships, communicating with members, and
organising site visits to Cambodia and Nepal. “The
beauty of the New Day model is that you are welcomed and encouraged to use skills and efforts on
behalf of New Day and its partner projects,” said
Rogers.
She is convinced that the positive experience of
being an active member aided her personal philanthropy journey. “Prior to joining New Day we would
make a few donations a year to organisations, but
contact was restricted to a ‘thank you’ in the form
of a tax reporting receipt. At New Day I spent time
with nonprofits, reviewing their programmes, listening to their strengths and challenges, going
through their financial reports, and learning about
the other initiatives in the same field. I can no longer give blindly. I now feel I need to do much more
research and engage more with the organisations I
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Since returning to her native San Francisco, Rogers has founded Change a Path, her own nonprofit
to fight sex trafficking, which applies the New Day
giving circle model.

Leveraging Resources Outside
the Circle
The financial and human resources of New Day
are naturally constrained no matter how generous
members are with their time and donations. New
Day has leveraged its own project funding with cofunding from several corporate and family foundations in Hong Kong. Funding for the Tibetan girls’
home was matched by a grant from Silvercrest
Foundation, the philanthropic arm of a Hong Kongbased family office. “Silvercrest Foundation was
just launching and was looking for some projects,”
said Liza.
Liza views their projects as highly relational and
while nonprofits must be accountable for all grants,
there is a flexibility that comes from being a small
and unbureaucratic grantmaker. “There is often an
expectation of extensive reporting from funders,
but once you begin to work with these grassroots
NGOs and visit them, you understand the challenges they face from a manpower perspective. The
sensitivity of the Tibetan project and the very real
communications challenges of its location were
factors we had to consider. Because of our longstanding relationship with the home, we could help
Silvercrest understand the reporting context. We
expect a high level of reporting but when you go
there and meet the people and see what they do,
you become a lot more patient,” Liza added.

In 2008, ADM Capital Foundation, a Hong Kong-

experimentation. New Day is less dependent on

based venture philanthropy fund, seed funded the

its founders with the number of members actively

launch of Kalki Welfare Society – an initiative to pro-

involved in managing day-to-day operations in-

tect street living children in Pondicherry, India. Liza

creased to three. There is now a new committee of

explained that with ADM Capital Foundation taking

four members formed to manage the Hong Kong

a lead on the drop-in centre, “it was a perfect match

Fund and 23 members who have volunteered time

for us to fund a night shelter for the girls who were

ad hoc for project management, site visits and me-

sleeping on the floor of the centre because they

dia development.

couldn’t go home.”

But the Greens are concerned that the volun-

Additional financial support for the India project

teer nature of the circle can easily lead to it becom-

came through the Hong Kong office of Linklaters,

ing overstretched. New Day plans to work with a

a multinational law firm. In 2010, New Day organ-

smaller number of nonprofit organisations and to

ised a visit for nine of the law firm’s staff together

deepen the engagement with them, making fewer

with five of New Day’s members. “We spent a day

but larger grants, and providing more non-financial

and a half repainting the night shelter and took

advice where possible.

time to see how our grant was used. We did a lot
of activities and games with the girls there. It was
a very rewarding experience for the team from
Linklaters and New Day,” said Liza who acknowledges that painting is not a core transferrable skill
of corporate lawyers. The point was to help them
connect very tangibly with the work they had funded.

Chris is convinced that engaging with a nonprofit beyond cheque writing brings “a fresh pair of
eyes” and a seasoned business perspective to planning. He recalled a conversation with a representative of one of the nonprofits New Day funds who
was describing a very ambitious expansion plan.
“We didn’t pretend to understand their business,
but we did feel able to express caution about the

New Day members have also raised funds from
their corporate employers who match the donations made by individuals.

Consolidation
The early years of running Hong Kong’s
first giving circle was a steep learning curve for Liza

best way to execute an aggressive scaling up,” he
said.
Clearly, New Day Asia is evolving into a more
classical venture philanthropy model, and has the
quality of relationship with its portfolio of nonprofits to offer advice on strategy and execution.

and Chris Green. The giving circle is now in a period of consolidation rather than expansion and
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Chapter 5: The Value Giving Circles Deliver to
Nonprofits
The purpose of philanthropy is to provide re-

be of variable depth or touch and across a range of

sources that contribute to beneficial social impact

advisory offerings – typically help with strategy, fi-

for the common good. These financial, human and

nancial planning, fundraising and operations (John,

intellectual resources are most commonly chan-

2007).

nelled by the philanthropic agent through one or
more operating nonprofits that in turn work with
intermediaries such as community groups to address social or environmental problems faced by
individuals, groups or communities.7

Our experience of giving circles is that they are
generally towards the active end of the engagement spectrum, as evidenced in the previous chapter with 53 percent of giving circle respondents
volunteering their business skills to nonprofits sup-

While some philanthropy organisations, such

ported by their circle. In principle and practice, the

as operating foundations, directly implement their

high touch approach of many giving circles serves

own programmes, giving circles appear to behave

two purposes: as an educational opportunity for

as grantmakers that provide resources to non-

members and to add value to the donation made

profits that in turn implement programmes. In the

to a nonprofit. We assume that the advice or volun-

broadest terms, grantmakers are either passive

teer services offered in this way enhance the like-

or active donors. Passive donors are transactional

lihood that the nonprofit is successful in creating

agents who provide resources (predominantly

social value.

grants) to nonprofits based on a project proposal
specifying deliverables on an agreed timescale. The
donor will measure progress through a light touch
reporting system, usually annually, and remain at
arm’s length from the management and operation
of the nonprofit’s programmes. By contrast, active
donors are relational agents who aspire to add value to grants through direct engagement with the
nonprofit during the grantmaking cycle.

There is some anecdotal evidence that a small
minority of nonprofit executives equate high touch
with intrusion, leading to a breakdown in trust and
failure of the engagement (John, 2007, p. 23). This
study was time-constrained, leading us to limit the
scope of our enquiry to understanding the depth,
scope and perceived value of engagement in only
a small sample of nonprofits. One interesting line
of future research would be to measure the value

Adding value to grants through engagement is

added by high-touch approaches, such as giving cir-

the primary characteristic of the venture philan-

cles and venture philanthropy funds, as evidenced

thropy model (John, 2006), which draws on an anal-

by increased social impact (compared to a control

ogy between passive and active investing in the
commercial sector. In a healthy philanthropy ecosystem there is no implied value judgement about
whether active grantmaking is better or worse than
passive grantmaking. Both are necessary and are
complementary providers of capital. The engagement with nonprofits shown by active donors can
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Philanthropy extends of course beyond providing resources
for addressing social development or environmental problems. Philanthropy also funds science, research, the arts and
culture. Our own particular interest has been in philanthropy
that seeks to address (1) social development problems including education, health, sanitation, disability and inclusion,
women’s empowerment, migrant labour, exploitation; (2) the
environment; and (3) civil or human rights. The complexity of
such problems means they are usually a mix of social, environmental and rights.

7

group of nonprofits

What do you receive from the giving circle?

funded only by passive grantmakers).
With
thropic

philanresources

always constrained,
nonprofits

100
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should
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create social impact

30

efficiently, so as to

20

maximise

impact

with a minimum of
resources.

In

our

10
0

Financial
Support
(grants, loans,
investment)

Advice on
strategy or
operations

first case study we
reported how the
chapters of Social

Mentoring or
coaching
senior staff

Volunteers
who offer
practical help
with your
beneficiaries

In-kind
donations (for
example,
clothes,
blankets,
books, toys)

Introductions
to other
donors or
resource
providers

Other (Lots of
exposure and
cross learning
from other
NGOs)

Chart 5.1: Resources received by nonprofits from giving circles

Venture Partners India plan to maximise the social
impact of job creation through a collective impact
initiative involving collaboration of multiple stakeholders. In our second case study, we saw how

How often are you in contact
with the giving circle? (By
email, telephone or visits)

Dasra Giving Circles had adapted the Balanced
Scorecard performance management tool for use
by donors and nonprofits to measure project pro-

0%

gress and social impact.
The Balanced Scorecard is a relatively sophisti-

14%

cated tool that is well suited to the complex, costly

29%

projects funded by Dasra’s giving circles. It is less
likely to be appropriate for the smaller nonprofits
funded by many giving circles, but the principle remains sound – that impact must not only be cre-

57%

ated but also measured and communicated. The
stepping stones to assessing impact are periodic
measurements of project progress and organisational capacity.

The Scope and Depth of Giving
Circle Engagement with
Nonprofits

We usually have contact every week
We usually have contact 2 or 3 times a month
We usually have contact every few months
Once or twice a year

We surveyed seven nonprofits in India and Sri
Lanka that are supported by one of three giving
circles located in India or Hong Kong. Four of the

Chart 5.2: Frequency of contact between a
nonprofit and a giving circle
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nonprofits had been supported by their giving cir-

circle. Seventy-one percent receive assistance with

cle for between one and three years; the remaining

strategy or operations and over half (57 percent)

three organisations had been supported for four

were mentored. Giving circles help over half of

years or longer.

nonprofits (57 percent) with introductions to other

The introduction to the survey that was dis-

donors.

tributed to nonprofits stressed its voluntary and

The grant manager of a passive donor would

anonymous nature. Even so, there is inevitably

typically have contact with a grantee once or twice

some potential risk of positive bias by nonprofit

a year once a grant has been approved, generally

respondents who might perceive any criticism of

for receiving and commenting on a periodic re-

their donors as detrimental to their relationship.

port. Engaged donors, such as the giving circles we

Our survey began by asking our sample of nonprofits what resources the nonprofit receives from
a giving circle and the frequency of contact with the
circle.

surveyed in this report, are much more intimately
involved with the nonprofits they support. Their
relationship-based approach results in more frequent contact with a nonprofit to offer advice and
monitor project progress in real time rather than

Unsurprisingly, all the nonprofits surveyed received financial support from their partner giving

How often do you receive site
visits from your giving circle?

Please select the statement
that best fits your
experiences.

14%
0%

0%

29%
86%
71%

We often get site visits from the giving circle
We seldom get site visits from the giving circle
We never get site visits from the giving circle

Chart 5.3: Frequency of site visits by a
giving circle to a nonprofit
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Financial support is more important for
us than non-financial support (advice,
mentoring, volunteers)
Financial support and non-financial support
are equally important for us.
Non-financial support is more important for
us than financial support.

Chart 5.4: The relative value of financial
and non-financial support from a giving
circle as perceived by the nonprofit

How useful for your
organisation are site visits
from the giving circle?

The Perceived Value of a Giving
Circle by Nonprofits
In this section of the survey we enquired how
nonprofits valued the engaged relationship that
giving circles offered. Our earlier study of a cohort
of European social entrepreneurs demonstrated
that venture philanthropists brought considerable

0%
43%

value by offering non-financial services such as
advice on strategy or help with fundraising (John,

57%

2007). Fifty-three percent of these entrepreneurs
held that business advisory from venture philanthropy “greatly adds value” to funding, with over a
quarter (26 percent) stating that non-financial resources were “more valuable” than grants in growing their enterprise to the next level.

Very useful

Our survey for this study in Asia showed that

Moderately useful

for the majority of nonprofits, financial and non-fi-

Not useful at all

nancial support were equally important. In addition,
all nonprofits found that site visits by giving circles

Chart 5.5: Usefulness of site visits by giving
circle members as perceived by nonprofits

were moderately or very useful.
Advice given to nonprofit senior staff or board
members may be of a technical or functional na-

through formalised, retrospective reports. The ma-

ture, e.g., hands-on guidance about working with

jority of nonprofits (86 percent) had contact with

spreadsheets, bookkeeping or information tech-

their giving circle two to four times a month.

nology. Giving circle members may also mentor
a nonprofit’s CEO, offering more general advice

All the nonprofits we surveyed received site vis-

about leadership and their professional develop-

its from their giving circles, with 71 percent stating

ment. It is clear from the responses to the survey

that the visits were often. These site visits demand-

that nonprofit leaders highly value the advice,

ed considerable time resources from the giving

mentoring and high level of engagement by giving

circles, and were usually made by volunteer mem-

circle members, as seen in the comments of three

bers in their own time and on their own expense

nonprofit chief executives:

(see the PiCCA case study in Chapter 4). They are at
the heart of the relationship-based approach that

“One gets fresh ideas, insights, connec-

characterises the engagement model of the circles

tions and inspiration. Also the strength

and enhances educational opportunities for their

knowing one is not alone in this journey.

members.

Nonprofit Funded by a Giving Circle.”
“The mentoring and advice mean the
world to us. The time given to us just for us
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to share our troubles and updates, it’s very
gratifying. I value this a lot.”
“Our giving circle consists of ordinary
people with a genuine desire to support our
organisation, coming to us with compassion
and with no other agendas except to help
us. Hence we are able to discuss our needs
and our challenges openly and honestly with
them and we have built a rapport and trust
with our giving circle particularly because
we have been working with the same people through the last few years. Of their own
volition, they have taken the trouble to come

We previously interviewed Seila Samleang who
is executive director of APLE – a Cambodian nonprofit working with the child victims of trafficking
and exploitation (John, 2014/1). APLE is supported

Table 4: How Nonprofits Describe the
Difference between Giving Circles
and Other Donors
In what ways is a giving circle a different
kind of donor from
other donors (such as
private or corporate
foundations)?

and visit us and have shown great understanding and empathy for our work, which
has helped develop our relationship at a personal level.”

How does working with a
giving circle compare to
working with other funders?
14%
0%

We have a more stable, There is a lot more
personal and ongoing
direct engagement.
relationship with the
giving circle unlike with
private or corporate
foundations where
our interactions have
been one-off and not
ongoing, possibly due
to changing personnel
and changing priorities in these corporate
bodies.
They are more informal and have more
faith in us.

86%

It is generally easier to work with a giving circle
It is generally much the same
It is generally more difficult to work with a
giving circle

Chart 5.6: How nonprofits perceive working
with giving circles and other funders
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The giving circle helps
us in all ways; especially mentoring helps in
giving us a structured
approach and helps
us to think through in
terms of sustainability
and scalability.

They can be counted
on in any emergency;
respond immediately
and quickly; no big
proposals or millions
of questions asked;
operates on trust and
good will.

They are more personalised and watch
us steadily progress
over a period of many,
many years. Also it is
more continued support as compared to
the others that may
lose interest. There
is no stress of funder
fatigue in this case of
giving circle.

with grants and advice by the Hong Kong-based

puts to help me better execute our opera-

giving circle New Day Asia, and found that from

tions. This kind of visit is more effective than

first contact onwards, giving circle members want-

just reading through reports.”

ed to find ways of adding value to the grant they
gave to support the organisation’s work. Here’s
what Samleang has to say about the experience of
working with New Day Asia.
“We found our initial approach to New
Day for funding to be straightforward compared to most other donors. When we contacted Liza Green because of an urgent need
for extra funding, she visited us and assessed
our project objectives and funding requirements. Our proposal was approved after we
submitted a concept note and budget. I was
struck that, after their agreement to fund us,
the relationship continued. Liza and other
New Day members kept in touch to see if
we faced any difficulties or to suggest better
ways to implement the project. They were
also very quick to approve necessary changes to activities or budget. When I visited New
Day members in Hong Kong to describe our
work in anti-child exploitation, I took away
several useful points about improving our
services, especially legal aid for victims.
The relationship with New Day members,
especially those from the legal profession,

– Seila Samleang, APLE Executive Director
Eighty-six percent of the nonprofits in this study
stated that it is “easier to work with a giving circle”
than a traditional, institutional funder. We assume
this is not because volunteer-led giving circles
might be a soft touch compared to professionalised
donors. We believe that the high level of motivation
among giving circle members, strengthened by the
support of their peers and direct engagement with
the nonprofit, makes for a flexible yet firm relationship between the two parties.
Most nonprofits receive funds from a wide variety of donors – individuals, corporate and private
foundations, and government funders. We asked
nonprofits in this study to consider in what ways
a giving circle differs from the more traditional donors from whom they received funding. Their comments (see Table 4) reveal that giving circles provide a more stable and responsive relationship.
Giving circle members become more than simply another donor, but rather were perceived as
“friends and champions” as described by an Indian
nonprofit (Muktangan) we interviewed in 2014:

was quickly established. Some of the law-

“The contribution of giving circle mem-

yers offered to help with legal advice and as-

bers was important for us. By building rela-

sistance in prosecuting child offenders from

tionships with important people and govern-

Hong Kong. One member accompanied me

ment officers, it helped our advocacy and

to meetings that New Day set up with law

networking efforts become visible. Dasra’s

firms Linklaters and Norton Rose and helped

consulting inputs had the effect of helping

me raise more funds for my organisation.

us become stronger in key areas like human

When New Day members visited our offices

resource practice and impact assessment.

in Phnom Penh this year, it was an oppor-

Dasra staff and giving circle members be-

tunity to communicate face-to-face about

came our friends and champions, something

the project’s successes and challenges. They

we valued most of all.”

asked questions and provided insightful in-

– Suman Dasgupta, Muktangan
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The distinctiveness of a giving circle in the grant

New Day Asia is a small fund with relatively

application process and post-funding support is

modest resources, but can multiply impact by

further illustrated by Manna Inc., an Australian

levering additional skills and money through co-

nonprofit supported by one chapter of the Impact

funding partnerships.8 Funding for one of New Day

100 giving circle. Manna’s CEO Lynette Synder who

Asia’s projects, a Tibetan girls’ home managed by

we interviewed in 2014 was impressed by the giv-

the nonprofit LOVEQTRA, was matched by a grant

ing circle’s grant application process, which she

from Silvercrest Foundation, the philanthropic

found quite distinctive compared to those of other

arm of a Hong Kong-based family office. “Silver-

grantmakers or individual donors (John, 2014/1, p.

crest Foundation was just launching and looking

44).

for some projects,” said New Day Asia’s co-founder
“Impact 100 members visited us and the

Liza Green.

other shortlisted candidates; they came to

Green views the circle’s projects as highly rela-

some of our meetings and encouraged us

tional, and while nonprofits must fully account for

in the bid. We and the three other finalists

grants, there is a flexibility that comes from being

were assigned one member as a coach to

a small and unbureaucratic grantmaker. “There is

help with our pitch to the whole group.

often an expectation of extensive reporting from

[After winning a grant, the Impact 100
members are] “staying in touch, offering
help, and connecting us with potential donors.”

funders, but once you begin to work with these
grassroots NGOs and visit them, you understand
the challenges they face from a manpower perspective. The sensitivity of the Tibetan project and
the very real communications challenges of its lo-

– Lynette Synder, CEO, Manna Inc.

cation were factors we had to consider. Because
of our longstanding relationship with the home,

In Manna’s case, support from the giving circle

we could help Silvercrest understand the report-

also came in the form of unskilled volunteer time

ing context. We expect a high level of reporting but

by circle members who helped to serve meals or

when you go there and meet the people and see

assemble school uniform packs.

what they do, you become a lot more patient,” said

Multiplying Impact through
Collaboration
We contend that the value added to donations
by giving circles through engagement with nonfinancial services improves the likelihood of successful social impact. It is beyond the scope of this
study to test this assertion, beyond reporting the
perceived value to nonprofits of the engaged model of grantmaking. A giving circle can build on this
engagement of members by fostering collaboration with other resource providers, such as grantmakers and professional service firms.

Green.
In 2008, ADM Capital Foundation, a Hong Kongbased venture philanthropy fund, seed funded the
launch of Kalki Welfare Society — an initiative to
protect street living children in Pondicherry, India.
Green explained that with ADM Capital Foundation taking a lead on the drop-in centre, “it was a
perfect match for us to fund a night shelter for the
girls who were sleeping on the floor of the centre
because they couldn’t go home.” Additional financial support came through the Hong Kong offices of
Linklaters, a multinational law firm.
For a fuller description of New Day Asia’s co-funding partnerships, see John (2014/1, p. 60-61).
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In 2010, New Day Asia organised a visit for nine

The Collective Impact framework claims to

of the law firm’s staff together with five members.

move beyond collaboration, networks and joint

“We spent a day and a half repainting the night

efforts, such as the co-funding partnership New

shelter, and took time to see how our grant was

Day Asia forged with local grantmakers, to a “cen-

being used. We did a lot of activities and games

tralised infrastructure, a dedicated staff, and a

with the girls there. It was a very rewarding experi-

structured process that lead to a common agenda,

ence for the team from Linklaters and New Day,”

shared measurement, continuous communication,

said Green who acknowledged that painting is not

and mutually reinforcing activities among all par-

a core transferrable skill of corporate lawyers, but

ticipants” (see Figure 1).

the purpose was to enable them to connect tangibly with the work they had funded.

Since the original framing of this concept by Kania and Kramer, there have been numerous exam-

These examples illustrate how New Day Asia

ples of Collective Impact documented online by the

multiplies the resources available to a nonprofit

Collective Impact Forum (https://collectiveimpact-

by leveraging the circle’s own funding and volun-

forum.org).9

teer time, partnering grantmakers who co-fund
projects, and managing volunteering inputs from a
corporate partner.

Social Venture Partners India (SVP India) was
founded in Bangalore in 2012 as a member of the
global SVP network and has grown new chapters in

A new model of multi-stakeholder collaboration

Pune, Mumbai and Delhi, with others in the pipe-

coined Collective Impact promises a radical new

line. The chapters in India have mobilised 180 busi-

framework to address large-scale, complex social

ness leaders, philanthropists and active citizens to

issues. Collective Impact is the “commitment of a

fund or advise 18 nonprofits with US$460,000 and

group of important actors from different sectors

more than 17,000 volunteer hours. But the scale of

to a common agenda for solving a specific social

India’s social problems coupled with the entrepre-

problem” (Kania & Kramer, 2011).

neurial fibre of those who joined the Indian chapters raised many questions about the scale and im-

Figure 1: The Collective Impact Framework (from http://
www.collaborationforimpact.com)

pact that could be achieved by the partners.
After reflecting on options to leverage the resources of its partners to the fullest, SVP India is
experimenting with an ecosystem approach to
maximise social impact in the creation of sustain-

Common Agenda

• Keeps all parties moving towards the same goal

Common Progress Measures
• Measures that get to the TRUE outcome

Mutually Reinforcing Activities

• Each expertise is leveraged as part of the overall

able livelihoods, a national priority area for all the
Indian chapters. This initiative is the first Asian example of a giving circle using the Collective Impact
framework as a means of maximising the social impact of its grantees.

Communications

Our case study shows how the giving circle net-

• This allows a culture of collaboration

Backbone Organisation

• Takes on the role of managing collaboration

work has assembled a platform of pre-selected
The Collective Impact Forum website is an initiative of
Kramer’s consulting company, FSG, and the Aspen Institute.
It currently lists a number of collective impact initiatives in
the United States, Europe and Australia (accessed May 2017).
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nonprofits, corporate and private grantmakers, im-

ganisations set targets and measure performance

pact investors, multilateral agencies, national and

across a matrix of financial and non-financial met-

local government, professional service firms and

rics. The tool was adapted and developed by New

academics that will be supported by a secretariat

Profit Inc., a Boston-based venture philanthropy

backbone in their common mission to create a mil-

fund, for managing the organisational perfor-

lion jobs (see Case Study: Social Venture Partners

mance of the nonprofits it supported. A number of

India).

other venture philanthropy funds have since used

This is an unusual and intriguing trajectory for

it as the basis for portfolio performance.

a giving circle. SVP India chapters have done more

Dasra was committed to providing giving circle

than embrace collaboration; they have used their

members with a quarterly reporting tool that gave

convening power to create a platform where mul-

financial, organisational and social impact data in

tiple players can align their interests and play to

a format that was visual, concise and which built

their respective strengths for a common mission to

up an overall picture of the successes and challeng-

create sustainable jobs.

es of the organisation during a period of intense

Measuring Performance and
Social Impact

growth. The case study of Dasra Giving Circles illustrates how this quarterly reporting tool is designed
and used to help align giving circles members, Das-

Our experience of studying giving circles sug-

ra consultants and the nonprofit’s leadership in

gests that generally they do not impose particu-

measuring performance and impact as they work

larly sophisticated or demanding reporting re-

towards their common purpose.

quirements on the nonprofits they fund. The risk
potentially associated with light touch reporting is

The case study appends an anonymised score-

largely mitigated by the strength of the relationship

card from a nonprofit supported by one of the

between circle and nonprofit that comes from the

Dasra circles; it summarises the project and gives

frequency of visits and regular phone calls and cor-

detailed reporting on finance, project outputs and

respondence.

outcomes as well as capacity development objec-

Dasra Giving Circles are outliers in terms of the
size of funding that a circle would typically provide
over three years (as much as US$500,000) and the
intensity of consulting provided to build the capacity of the nonprofit. This flow of resources requires a proportionate framework for measuring
performance and social impact. Dasra has adapted
the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) performance measurement tool to provide quarterly reporting to its
giving circles, offering them regular insights into a
nonprofit’s progress against impact and financial
targets and an early warning of issues that might
affect the business plan.

tives for the quarter. The report is discussed during the half-yearly conference calls attended by the
nonprofit’s management team, Dasra consultants
and giving circle members.
The power and elegance of the scorecard lie in
its balancing of key performance measures, thus
avoiding too narrow a focus on one or two dimensions of organisational performance and impact.
While the scope and detail of the Dasra reports are
commensurate to the size and growth of the nonprofits within its realm, the BSC tool can be easily
adapted to meet the requirements of smaller giving circles.

Kaplan and Norton (2001) developed BSC to
help complex commercial and public sector or-
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Case Study: Social
Venture Partners India

on the SVP India board to help steer countrywide

Social impact through enhanced
collaboration

cus area for all chapters. Each group would then

Origins and Chapter Expansion

strategy. Livelihood, including job creation and
vocational training, is an overarching national fochoose to tackle additional localised social and
environmental challenges that threaten the wellbeing of their particular communities.

Social Venture Partners India was founded in

Over four years the Indian network has estab-

Bangalore in 2012 as a member of the global SVP

lished active chapters in Bangalore, Pune, Mumbai

network. The first American chapter emerged in

and Delhi, with others in the pipeline. SVP India

Seattle in 1997 from the desire of successful tech-

chapters have mobilised 180 business leaders, phi-

nology professionals to improve the impact of their

lanthropists and active citizens to become one of

charitable giving by leveraging their professional

the largest networks of engaged donors in India.

skills and business networks. This model of hands-

During this time chapter partners have funded or

on grantmaking by committed individuals (part-

advised 18 nonprofits, guiding their growth and

ners) was the foundation for a network of chapters

steering the delivery of increased social impact

that grew rapidly in the United States and Canada.

with US$460,000 and more than 17,000 volunteer

In 2005 the network began to expand internation-

hours.

ally. By the end of 2013 SVP had 27 chapters in
North America, an established chapter in Tokyo,

The Evolving Journey10

and initiatives starting up in Ireland, India, China
and Australia.

SVP India began by adopting the tried and tested
grantmaking processes of SVP chapters around the

Ravi Venkatesan, SVP India’s founding chairman,

world, assisted by SVP’s network office and close

is a Microsoft veteran who was encouraged by his

personal ties with chapters in Seattle, Portland

colleagues in the company to explore how the SVP

and other U.S. cities. But the scale of India’s social

model could be adapted for India. With encourage-

problems coupled with the entrepreneurial fibre of

ment and financial support from partners in Seat-

those who joined the Indian chapters raised many

tle, an SVP chapter in India started to take shape

questions about scale and impact.

in 2012. From the start, it aimed to be a significant
force in philanthropy rather than an isolated local effort. “You start small and insignificant,” said
Venkatesan, “but particularly after my experience
of Microsoft, I knew we had to plan for scale — to
be one of the largest and most influential organisations on the Indian philanthropy landscape.”

Making small grants to nonprofit organisations
in the classical SVP style was a necessary and appropriate starting point for a group of people addressing social problems through collective action.
But several partners realised it was not enough to
move a few out of poverty and into employment by

In July 2013, SVP India gained legal registration
as a Section 25 nonprofit company under which individual city-based circles became local chapters,
and the chairman of each chapter taking a seat

One important document that describes the process of experimentation and learning that led to the Million Jobs Mission is Our Evolving Journey by Ravi Venkatesan, the preface
to the SVP India 2015/16 Annual Report, SVP Philanthropy
Foundation, Bangalore, India.

10
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funding small initiatives, but rather to “invent new

system platform. From late 2014 the chapter had

models that can scale efficiently, attack structural

two important relationships with nonprofits that

impediments, and even influence policies,” as Ven-

were formative in the partners’ understanding of

katesan wrote to all chapters in 2016. SVP India’s

how to achieve the most social impact with mod-

early collective experience of small grants and ca-

est resources. LabourNet received a grant from the

pacity building support for nonprofits that created

chapter for its work in vocational skills and rural en-

scores of new jobs has given rise to other pathways

terprise, and had requested support with human

the network could take for scaling social impact.

resources and other internal organisational pro-

“A second pathway is to find more established
organisations and work with them to help scale
their impact. If they are on a trajectory to impact
25,000 lives over a period of time, our engagement
would aim to scale this to say 100,000,” explained

cesses. One of the Bangalore partners brokered a
pro bono assignment by Infosys consultants that
helped LabourNet understand the inefficiencies
of its management systems and recommended a
technology platform to address these problems.

Venkatesan. The chapters’ support of LabourNet,

Sanjay said this engagement helped the chapter

Vrutti and Pune City Connect exemplify this ad-

“realise that consulting advice was a huge contribu-

ditional pathway, with individual partners adding

tion to the organisation, underscoring our venture

value to grants by advising senior managers at

philanthropy approach.” This was the first time that

nonprofits on business strategies for sustainable

consulting advice was focused on the internal man-

growth, mobilising third party funding, assisting

agement processes of the nonprofit, rather than its

with access to technology solutions, or introducing

projects.

nonprofits to potential corporate partners. “This is
the true power of SVP – leveraging the incredible
network of our partners,” Venkatesan added. In
2017 this second pathway is being expanded as SVP
India’s strategic engagement with five nonprofits is
set to grow to 15.

A second key learning came when the Bangalore chapter assisted Vrutti, a social development
organisation, in the nonprofit’s work with farmers.
Over two years the Bangalore partners became
deeply involved in helping transform Vrutti’s business model and designing a low-cost technology

The third pathway envisaged by Venkatesan is

platform with assistance from Mindtree. “The deep

the creation of a “livelihoods platform” by SVP that

engagement of five or six of our partners with

would encourage the flourishing of the ecosystem

Vrutti was transformative but involved no grant,”

for sustainable job creation. This ecosystem com-

said Sanjay. “Transformation came by bringing the

prises diverse stakeholders including nonprofits,

right people together,” he added.

skills agencies, donors, investors, employers and
government who often operate in silos without
cross-institution collaboration. SVP India envisaged
a platform that would bring stakeholders together,
connecting them for new partnerships with shared
objectives and efficiencies.

During this time of experimentation and learning, there was intense discussion among the partners about the scale and depth of social impact the
chapters could facilitate given the small pool of resources at their disposal as measured against an
ocean of need in India. Fulfilling the moral impera-

Aparna Sanjay, the general manager of the

tive to achieve greater impact required SVP India to

Bangalore chapter, recalled that it took an “evolv-

“come up with creative solutions, not live in a silo

ing journey” with key milestones to build the eco-

doing our own things,” said Sanjay. SVP’s partners
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in India could lean on a large body of experience

the Design Partners presented their livelihood

and insights from U.S. chapters, but ultimately they

models to a wide range of private and corporate

had to find an “Indian way” forward that worked

foundations, impact investors, multilateral agen-

effectively in the local cultural context using “frugal

cies, national and local government representa-

innovation.”

tives, professional service firms, and academics

11

Go Big or Stay Small
The chapters debated the risk of “mission drift”
by straying from SVP’s traditional, grantmaking
model that originated in North America and was
gradually adapted internationally. Several partners
in India were also cautious that a focus on scale
might undermine the hands-on, experimental nature of SVP engagement with nonprofits. The outcome of this “Go Big” or “Stay Small” debate was
to pursue both alternatives simultaneously, as
mutually supportive strategies. This would allow

(consortium partners).
At the time of writing, the MJM was in the early
stages of its institutional development with key
ecosystem actors being prepositioned, and a high
profile conclave event having given the initiative
visibility and media attention. Riding on this momentum, SVP has spent the last few months creating a backbone organisation needed to provide its
chapters and consortium partners with the secretariat support of the sort associated with the Collective Impact framework.

SVP India to continue supporting small nonprofits

Lead Partners from SVP provide significant

through the traditional model while engaging with

amounts of time mentoring and guiding the design

larger nonprofits on scalable solutions to intracta-

partners to achieve their goals even as the secre-

ble, mass social problems.

tariat engages with other large players (govern-

In 2016 Venkatesan publicly announced SVP India’s commitment to help create a million sustainable jobs although at that time plans for how such
an ambitious goal would be achieved were still
sketchy. Indian partners drew on the experiences
of several U.S chapters that ran Fast Pitch events

ment agencies, donors) for long-term institutional
support. The movement will only grow as similar
conclaves are being planned every year, each adding a further 10-15 design partners into the mix in
addition to a larger number of consortium partners, swelling the ecosystem even further.

at which nonprofits would be given slots to pitch

“As in any large multi-stakeholder effort, the

their work to partners. This event idea was coupled

contours of the solutions are fuzzy and may call for

with the convening of ecosystem stakeholders at

many simultaneous experiments before a definite

the inaugural conference (conclave) of the Million

path or paths is decided upon. Just getting all play-

Jobs Mission (MJM) held in New Delhi in January

ers to think about the problem in a collaborative

2017. MJM will be a platform for multi-stakeholder

fashion would be a huge step forward. SVP India

collaboration that will support nonprofits with the

sees this as a tremendous opportunity to success-

potential to create jobs and enhance incomes at

fully demonstrate the power of collective action in

scale.

solving a very challenging social problem for India,”

In the first year SVP India envisages working

Sanjay concluded.

with 15 pre-selected nonprofits, termed Design
Partners, that could demonstrate the ability to create at least a cumulative 100,000 sustainable livelihoods each in the next five years. At the conclave,

11
Frugal innovation or Jugaad (a Hindi word meaning an intelligent way to find a low-cost solution to a problem) has
developed into the realm of management, innovation and
strategy.
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Case Study: Dasra
Giving Circles

together. Pioneers must also be system builders,

A giving circle scorecard for measuring
performance and impact

investors.

Dasra

Forum as a platform for Indian philanthropists

so Dasra initiated programmes that developed the
capabilities of both social entrepreneurs and social

In 2010 Dasra launched the India Philanthropy
to learn together and to showcase nonprofits

Dasra is a pioneer of modern Indian philanthro-

screened by Dasra’s team. This led to the creation

py; the organisation having emerged in 2003 out

of Dasra Giving Circles (DGCs) – an initiative in col-

of India’s first venture philanthropy fund, Impact

lective giving that helped wealthy individuals and

Partners. Dasra’s founders – who grew up in North

grantmakers club together to support high-poten-

America of Indian heritage – were committed to

tial nonprofits screened by Dasra’s team.

using their investment banking skills to serve the
charitable sector in India.

Dasra Giving Circles

Dasra supported nonprofits in their ambitions

Dasra Giving Circles depart from a typical model

to scale up, but recognised the deficiencies of the

of collective giving in several significant ways (see

ecosystem that brought organisations and capital

Table 5). At first sight DGCs appear to be just a

Table 5: Comparison of Dasra Giving Circles and a Typical Model
Typical Giving Circle

Dasra Giving Circle

An individual or several indi-

An existing venture philanthropy

viduals

intermediary

Longevity

Open-ended

Closed three-year funding cycle

Organisations supported

Several at any one time

A single organisation by each

Promoter

circle
Basis for sector supported

May have sector priorities; ap-

Extensive sector research and

plications from nonprofits

shortlisting of best in class interventions

Individual annual donation size

Range from US$1,000 –
US$6,000

US$16,000 a year over three years
May be syndicated to smaller
amounts.

Composition

Individuals, families

Individuals, families and institutional philanthropies (private
and corporate foundations, and
corporates)

Delivery of non-financial support By circle members

By Dasra executive staff and circle
members

Reporting regime

Annual report

Quarterly scorecard based on
Balanced Scorecard methodology
with half yearly conference call
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Research &
Due Diligence

• Sub-sector
mapping
• Short list 8-12
non-profits

Selection &
Commitment
of Funding

• DGC convened
• Members
choose which
non-profit/s to
support from
the shortlist

Management
Support

• Strategic and
technical support from Dasra
consultants
• Engagement of
DGC members

Monitoring &
Evaluation

• Regular conference calls
• Scorecard
reporting

Figure 2: The Dasra Giving Circle Process

fundraising tool for a venture philanthropy fund

high-potential nonprofits that are deemed the

— engaging high-net-worth donors and grantmak-

best-in-class organisations addressing the social is-

ing foundations to provide resources for the fund’s

sue by Dasra’s research and due diligence.

portfolio organisations.

The decision as to which organisation to support

In reality the Dasra model is an innovative hybrid

for an intensive three-year investment period rests

of an institutional venture philanthropy fund and

with the circle members, but is guided by Dasra’s

a giving circle that is based on research, collective

research and advice. The initial research reports

giving, capacity building, and rigorous performance

are publicly available and can inform other funders

and impact measurement (see Figure 2). Typically,

and policy makers with the data and analysis they

between eight and 13 donors are convened into a

provide. Dasra will then work with the selected

giving circle only after an extensive sector analysis

organisation to develop a Private Philanthropy

of a particular social problem has been carried out.

Memorandum (PPM) that is presented to the circle

The circle members are provided with one to three

members for review and ultimate approval.

Table 6: Dasra Giving Circles (status at May 2017)
Sector Report
Girl Power: Transforming India
through Educating
Girls

Giving Circle

Girl Education

Primary NonStatus
profit Partner

Key Facts

Educate Girls

Completed

• Increased enrolment of
970,000 children in government schools
• US$1.2m budget 2013/4
• US$3.1m additional funding
leveraged

Completed

• Child-centred teaching and
teacher training for women
• 2,900 women and children
impacted
• US$1.5m budget 2013/4

Completed

• Community-based, nutritional
care for newborn, infants and
women
• Technology solution for data
capture
• 12,000 mothers and children
impacted
• US$372,000 budget 2013/4
• US$1m additional funds leveraged

Making the Grade:
Public Education
Improving Mumbai’s
Muktangan
in Mumbai
Public Schools

Nourishing our
Future: Tackling
Malnutrition
Child Malnutrition in
Urban Slums

SNEHA
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Sector Report

Giving Circle

Primary NonStatus
profit Partner

Key Facts
• Community-driven personal
development for girls and

Owning her Future:
Empowering Adolescent Girls in India

Education &
Healthcare

women
Sarathi

Completed

• US$167,000 budget 2013/4
• 25,000 girls and women impacted
• Community approach to sani-

Squatting Rights:
Access to Toilets in

Sanitation

Urban India

Shelter Associates

tation
Completed

• US$172,000 budget 2013/4
• 25,000 people impacted
• Life skills for girls and young
women through sports

Power of Play: Sport
for Development in
India

Sports for Em-

NAZ Founda-

powering Girls

tion

Extended
for additional year

• >16,000 girls impacted
• US$233,000 budget 2014
• US$622,000 additional funds
leveraged
• Programme and curriculum to

Zero Traffick: Eliminating Sex Trafficking in India

Anti Sex-trafficking

empower adolescent girls
Aangan Trust

Ends 2017

• 15,000 girls impacted
• US$96,500 budget 2013/4
• Community-based, early inter-

No Private Matter:
Confronting Domestic Violence in India

vention programme, and legal
Domestic Violence

TISS

Active

advocacy
• 9,000 women impacted
• US$109,000 budget 2013/4
• Life skills and reproductive

Marry Me Later: Delaying Marriage and

health programme
Child Marriage

IHMP

Active

Pregnancy in India

• 39,200 girls impacted
• US$218,000 budget 2013/4
• Entrepreneurial skills programme

Up Grade: Keeping
Girls in Secondary
Schools

Secondary Edu-

Going to

cation for Girls

School

• Teacher training
Active

• 1.26m children impacted
• 2,000 teachers impacted
• US$591,000 budget 2014/5
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Sector Report

Giving Circle

Primary NonStatus
profit Partner

Key Facts
• Community-based health and
nutrition for adolescent girls

Three Square Meals:
Nourishing Adoles-

Nutrition

cent Girls

Impact India

Active

Foundation

• 15,000 girls, 7,500 households
will be impacted
• US$1.17m budget 2014/5

Dignity for Her:
Improving Sanitation and Hygiene for

Sanitation

• Community mobilisation for

Mahila Housing SEWA Trust

Active

• US$24,000 budget 2015/6

Adolescent Girls
Lifeline: Leveraging Technology to
Improve Maternal,
Newborn and Child

water and sanitation

• Mobile phone based health
Technology for
Health

messaging
ARMMAN

Active

• 550,000 individuals impacted
• US$1.4m budget 2013/4

Health
As is typical of a venture philanthropy fund ap-

members joined multiple circles, and nearly a quar-

proach, Dasra selects nonprofits with a persuasive

ter of members were recruited by other members.

theory of change, credible growth plans, a capable

While the majority of giving circle members reside

management team and a track record of imple-

in India, a quarter live in either the United States or

mentation. A package of financial and non-finan-

the United Kingdom. The circles’ gender is reason-

cial support is put together to support the business

ably well balanced (57 percent male).

plan, with progress milestones and performance

Quarterly Scorecard Reporting

metrics agreed by Dasra and the nonprofit. The
non-financial, capacity building services are pro-

The Private Philanthropy Memorandum signed

vided formally by Dasra’s executive team and infor-

off by the nonprofit executive team, Dasra and cir-

mally by circle members on a best effort basis. The

cle members covers a three-year proposed plan for

pooled capital of members’ pledges typically totals

scaling up that includes the goals of the organisa-

US$460,000 over the three-year lifetime of a circle,

tion, operational plan, and logic model for achiev-

and 15 percent of this is granted to Dasra to sup-

ing the goals which include activities, outputs, out-

port their professional consulting team.

comes and impact assessment indicators for each
quarter.

By the beginning of 2017, Dasra had initiated
13 giving circles based on its sector research and

Dasra and the nonprofit organisation collabo-

analysis, of which five had come to the end of their

rate to design a quarterly reporting template,

three-year funding period while one had been ex-

drawing on the information they have agreed upon

tended for a fourth year (see Table 6).

in the due diligence and PPM processes. This template is shared with giving circle members for feed-

The giving circles have engaged 126 members

back and then becomes the primary tool used for

(individuals, couples and a few grantmaking foun-

measuring quarterly performance and aggregating

dations and corporates) and channelled US$5.5

social impact over the course of the programme.

million to 13 nonprofit organisations. One fifth of

This process means that all three stakeholders (the
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nonprofit, the Dasra consulting team and giving

Dasra provides continuous consulting inputs to

circle members) have contributed to the design of

help develop the capacity of the nonprofit. The con-

the reporting template, and so have bought into the

sulting is guided by the original PPM and adjusted

scorecard as the tool for the three years of their

by the quarterly scorecard as the project and en-

mutual engagement.

gagement progress. A telephone conference call

The scorecard is used to assess the organisation’s progress with respect to agreed targets and
as a communication tool that keeps circle members informed and engaged. The nonprofit uses
the template to collect quarterly data and includes
inputs in four broad organisational development
and project categories: Internal Processes; Learning and Growth; Beneficiaries; and Financials. This

is organised half yearly for giving circle members,
nonprofit staff and Dasra who use the scorecard to
discuss the progress of the project and the organisational development of the nonprofit. These calls
are key mile markers for all three parties, ensuring
mutual accountability, and giving an opportunity
for the nonprofit to voice challenges it may be facing and seek advice from giving circle members.

balanced scorecard approach helps align the organ-

Figure 3 is an anonymised quarterly report for

isation’s strategy with key drivers and increases the

one Dasra Giving Circle. The dashboard presents

focus on strategy and results.

key financial and project data for the quarter in a

Figure 3: Dasra Giving Circle Anonymised Quarterly Report
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format that is relatively easy for giving circle mem-

an annual grant report. This report summarises

bers to absorb and discuss on the conference call.

project progress against targets for 12 months,

Figure 4 is a more comprehensive report that ag-

sets programme and organisational goals for the

gregates data at the end of a full project year as

coming year, and reflects on the consulting inputs

Figure 4: Dasra Giving Circle Anonymised Annual Grant Report
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made by the Dasra team during the course of four

time the programme budget of a nonprofit has av-

quarters.

eraged a tenfold increase.

Over the lifetime of a three-year project funded

The quarterly scorecards and annual grant re-

by a giving circle, 11 quarterly scorecards are pro-

port generally exceed the rigour and breadth of

duced. When the circle closes, a final end of project

reporting that an Indian nonprofit would typically

report is circulated and discussed by all parties.

provide for a donor. They are notably a collabora-

The final report takes into account the targets and

tive effort involving the nonprofit, the Dasra con-

the goals set out at the beginning of the Dasra Giv-

sulting team, and giving circle members. Dasra has

ing Circle and maps the journey of the nonprofit’s

observed that several nonprofits supported by the

growth in terms of programme and institutional

giving circles have adopted the scorecard across

capacity. It focuses on the organisation’s achieve-

the entirety of their organisations as a comprehen-

ment in terms of outcomes and impact achieved

sive tool for managers and donors. Dasra believes

and considers the way forward for the nonprofit at

that the scorecard approach is encouraging other

the end of the funding cycle.

donors to appreciate the need to support a non-

Programme

expansion

and

organisational

strengthening are the twin objectives of each Dasra
Giving Circle. During the three years that members
and Dasra staff engage with a nonprofit, the average increase in the number of beneficiaries served
by these nonprofits is 2,401 percent. During this
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profit’s whole development rather than only fund
discrete projects. This may help shift donors from
transactional grantmakers to venture philanthropists.

Chapter 6: International Comparisons and
Conclusions
Giving Circle Research in the
United States, Europe and Asia
In earlier chapters of this report, we reviewed

Comparing Giving Circle
Impacts in Asia and Other
Regions

the landscape of collective philanthropy in Asia, de-

The collection and analysis of global data on phi-

scribing the phenomenon of giving circles and pre-

lanthropy is still in its infancy.12 To date, we know

senting the results of our survey of 38 giving circles

of no comparative studies on the topic of giving

in nine countries and a small sample of nonprofits

circles in different countries. Given the availability

supported by these circles. This report follows our

of studies on giving circles in Ireland, the United

earlier papers (John, 2014/1; John, 2014/2) which

Kingdom and the United States – and very recently

were the first known publications to explore giving

in Australia – we wanted to explore the scope for

circles in Asia. The rapid expansion of giving circles

making some initial comparison with data collected

in Australia, perhaps part of a renaissance of An-

by us here.

tipodean philanthropy, led to the recent study by
Boyd and Partridge (2017). This handful of papers
remains, to date, the only written expression of
what is likely to be an area of growing interest for
researchers and philanthropy intermediaries in the
region.

In our study we chose not to collect demographic information (e.g., age, ethnicity, gender,
household income, donation data) of giving circle
members in Asia. We made this decision after taking into consideration cultural sensitivities in many
Asian countries; people are generally less likely to

The first major publications concerning giving

offer such personal information. We also felt that

circles came from American researchers, notably

more people would respond if the survey were as

Eikenberry (2009) and Eikenberry, Bearman, Han,

short as possible and omitted sensitive questions.

Brown, and Jensen (2009). At around the same time
Kahn (2007) and Moody (2009) focused their own
studies on one U.S. giving circle network in particular – Social Venture Partners. By 2015, there was
additional research on giving circles in the United
Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland in the form
of �����������������������������������������������
Eikenberry, Brown, and Lukins (����������������
2015) and Eikenberry and Breeze (2015). There are isolated examples of giving circles in other parts of the world
(e.g., South Africa and Central Europe) but we know
of no research studies in these locations or in Latin
America.

Surveys distributed in single countries by Eikenberry and others requested detailed demographic
and financial information such as household income banding or amounts donated to charity annually, providing a wealth of granular details. In our
own study of giving circles in nine countries with
widely differing country wealth profiles (as measured by per capita GDP) and the cultural reluctance to discuss income and giving, we have omitted such metrics.
12
A major new initiative at the Ash Center, Harvard Kennedy
School, is a notable attempt to globalise data collection and
analysis in institutional philanthropy. See https://issuu.com/
ashcenter/docs/communique_fall_2016/18
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Eikenberry also surveyed control groups (those

several headline metrics from previous studies and

not participating in a giving circle) which yielded

matches for convenience the nearest equivalent

far more meaningful data, but was beyond the re-

question used in our own study.

sources of this compact enquiry. We admit that the
lack of demographic data in our study is limiting,
but the decision not to collect such data was necessary to implement the survey in a constrained
timescale. This means that robust comparison of
our findings and those obtained by other researchers would be optimistic, and indeed that is not our
intent. Rather we offer four headline comparisons
to highlight the need and opportunity for rigorous
comparative studies in the future. Table 7 selects

While not wishing to draw more conclusions
than can be reasonably argued from these headline comparisons, we do believe that membership
of a giving circle in Asia impacts the knowledge, attitude and practices of individuals with regard to
their community, nonprofits and giving. It is quite
possible – indeed probable – that other giving opportunities will also enhance the experience of personal philanthropy, resulting in similar impact on

Table 7: Comparison of Impact on Members in Studies from the United States,
United Kingdom, Australia and Asia
Location

United

United

United

States

States

States

Eikenberry
Study reference

et al., 2009
(N=341)

Increased the amount
given to nonprofits

Kahn, 2007
(N=494)

Moody,
2009
(N=175)

United
Kingdom

Australia

Asia (9
countries)

Eikenberry,

Boyd &

Brown, &

Partridge, This Study

Lukins, 2015

2017

(N=201)

(N=237)

(N=188)

66%

72%

71%13

77%

70%

55%

76%

69%14

-

78%15

67%

86%

-

78%16

86%17

53%18

59%

58%

46%19

70%20

68%21

45%22

66%23

58%

Better informed about
social issues and the
nonprofit sector
Giving is more focused
or strategic
Increased involvement
in their community
13

70.9 percent “said their amount of giving increased.”

14

69 percent of respondents “had increased awareness of community affairs since joining SVP.”

78 percent “agreed or strongly agreed the giving group helped them learn” in this area of the “charitable sector and how
charitable organisations operate.”
15

16
78 percent of respondents “indicated SVP played some, significant or a primary role in changes in their giving strategies.” SVP
was a “significant or primary” cause in this change.
17

86.3 percent “of partners reported some sort of change in how they gave.”

53 percent of giving group respondents said the giving group “increased or substantially increased the degree to which they
conduct research to inform their giving and volunteering.” This study also uses other proxies for strategic giving, but this appears to be the closest to the question our study posed.
18

19

46 percent of “giving circle members report that participation in a giving circle increased the amount of time they volunteer.”

20

70 percent of respondents “indicated SVP had some, significant or a primary impact on their community involvement.”

21

68 percent said their amount of volunteering increased after joining SVP.

22

45 percent said “the giving group helped to increase or substantially increase the amount of time they volunteer each year.”

23

66 percent had “developed or solidified a longer term commitment to giving and volunteering.”
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Table 8: Strategic Giving and Community Involvement Metrics (Kahn, 2007)
with some minor adaptations
Strategic Giving Criteria
•

Proactive/mission-driven: Partner has a vision for change and contributes to nonprofits
based on advancing his or her overall giving
goals and/or strategies.

•

Uses formal processes: Partner uses established, documented criteria for grant or
donation assessment, conducts due diligence
(such as site visits or interviews), has a plan for
assessing whether a gift met its goals.

•

•

Research-based: Partner uses issue analysis
and research to inform decisions about which
organisations he or she wants to fund.
Collaborates with others: Partner solicits input from and collaborates with other funders,
donors and/or community members to understand community needs, make informed grant
decisions, and have greater impact.

•

Funds nonprofit infrastructure: Partner
supports more than nonprofit programmes,
including investing in the organisational capacity (staff and systems) of the groups he or she
supports.

•

Outcomes-based: Partner seeks information
about nonprofit performance and uses outcomes data to inform funding decisions.

•

Focus on systemic/policy impact: Partner includes funding for efforts that address systemic change (e.g., advocacy, organising activities).

•

Long-term approach: Partner makes multiyear gifts, maintains contact with nonprofit
after grant is made.

•

Makes fewer, larger donations: Partner
makes fewer gifts each year, but the average
value of each is significantly higher.

•

Understands power dynamics: Partner
considers how issues of power and cultural
differences (language, values, communication
styles, etc.) can impact the effectiveness of his/
her philanthropy.

Community Involvement Criteria
•

Community problem solving: Partner has
worked with a person or group to solve a problem in the community where he or she lives.

•

Volunteering: Partner has volunteered within
or outside the giving circle.

•

Group membership: Partner has joined
groups – locally, nationally or internationally –
and participated as an active member (parent
teacher association, labour, rotary, community
group, etc.)

•

Contacting media or public officials: Partner
has written a letter to the editor or contacted
the media and/or public officials on behalf of
an organisation or issue.

•

Legislative advocacy: Partner has started or
joined a legislative advocacy effort on behalf of
an organisation or issue.

•

Leadership in local organisations: Partner
has held a leadership role (such as board
member, officer or committee chair) of a local
organisation or community group.

•

Leverages resources: Partner has recruited
new volunteers and/or financial resources on
behalf of an organisation or community group.

•

Participates in public meetings: Partner has
attended and/or spoken at public meetings in
which there was a discussion about community
affairs.

•

Awareness of community affairs: Partner
knows what is going on and talks about community affairs.

an individual. Participating in workplace giving and

In Chapter 5, we saw that 86 percent in our sam-

volunteering or as an active donor in a community

ple of nonprofit organisations stated that working

foundation exemplify alternative routes on the phi-

with a giving circle was generally easier compared

lanthropy journey and, of course, offer non-exclu-

to engagement with other funders. The same per-

sive pathways to be travelled simultaneously or se-

centage perceived as valuable the mix of grant and

quentially. In our survey we have asked individuals

advice that most circles offered. Recent research

to reflect on how participation in a giving circle has

in Australia (Boyd & Partridge, 2017) found that

impacted them.

“charities favourably compared the grantmaking
process of giving groups with other sources of
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funding with most agreeing and valuing the greater

SVP has a commitment to learning and the pro-

level of donor engagement.” The solidarity that giv-

motion of good practices in philanthropy through-

ing circle members demonstrate through site visits

out its network. SVP’s network office uses the re-

to nonprofits was noted in the previous chapter.

sources from its subscription model to document

The venture philanthropy approach of many giv-

and disseminate learning, provide assistance to

ing circles, applied and adapted in different ways,

newly launched chapters, and hold a conference in

is clearly valued by those nonprofit executives who

the United States for chapters worldwide.24 Other

have an appetite for such intimate donor involve-

non-Asian giving circle networks, such as Impact

ment – although it is likely some will find such high

100 or TFN, do not have the strong secretariat or

engagement intrusive, as one of our previous studies has shown (John, 2007, p. 23).

A Unique Environment for
Action Learning
Social Venture Partners initiated its giving circles
in the mid-1990s within the community of wealthy

Would you like your giving
circle to collaborate with
other giving circles in the
region? (e.g., joint funding of
nonprofits, learning from each
other)

entrepreneurs from the new economy technology
sector. The network quickly perceived that their
model had the potential to change the way people

5%

understood and practised philanthropy. SVP used
the newly coined language of venture philanthropy
in describing its investment-minded, strategic ap-

31%

proach to philanthropy that would direct a package of grants and the skilled volunteering of circle
members (partners) to nonprofits in their city. Such

64%

support helped these nonprofits improve their operations and create greater social impact, usually
through scaling up. SVP envisaged that the experience of learning by giving together, coupled with

YES
MAYBE
NO

more formalised educational programmes, would
lead to more strategic giving and greater community involvement.
In his surveys of SVP partners, Kahn (2007) developed a comprehensive set of criteria for mea-

Chart 6.1: Giving circle members’ desire to
collaborate with their peers (N=188)

suring the impact circle participation has on members in the domains of giving and community (see
Table 8). Kahn’s framework has served as the basis
for other research measuring the impact of circle
membership on the knowledge, attitudes and practices of individuals.
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SVP helps initiate new chapters in the United States or internationally that formally join the network and access its
full resources upon paying an annual membership fee, usually several thousand US dollars. The network staff and over
3,000 chapter partners are an unique resource for the development of good philanthropy practice globally. The author
witnessed this first hand in January 2017 when attending the
first conference of SVP India chapters in New Delhi. Partners
from the United States and China were actively involved in
sharing experiences with their Indian peers.

24

affiliation structure of SVP. Such looser networks

tablishment of an Asian giving circles network with a

probably find it more challenging to disseminate

public website providing information and resourc-

learning across international borders.

es. This would be a low-cost, non-partisan, informal

Indigenous giving circles are, by their very nature, isolated from other collective giving initiatives
in the same or neighbouring countries. This lack of
connectedness is a weakness generally of philanthropy in Asia where philanthropy networks and

network of giving circles in Asia, not promoting or
endorsing any particular model over another. We
encourage invisible giving circles to contribute to
mutual learning by being active in a regional network while maintaining the privacy of individuals.

other sector enablers have only started to emerge

We have modestly initiated what we recom-

in the last few years (John, 2013, p. 22 - 23). The

mended with the launch of www.givingcircles.asia,

www.givingcircles.asia website project is intended

but much more could be achieved by creating a

to provide information about giving circles and help

community of giving circles as a means for sharing

scattered circles learn about each other’s work and

learning and collaboration.

even connect or collaborate.

25

Giving circles were

a topic included in the programmes of several philanthropy conferences in the region in the last five
years, which has helped raise the profile of collective giving – if somewhat sporadically.26
Our survey asked giving circles members if
they would like to see their group collaborate with
other circles in the region, perhaps through the
joint funding of nonprofits or for the purpose of
learning from each other. Sixty-four percent were
affirmative, suggesting an appetite for networking
amongst giving circles (see Chart 6.1). The evidence
here, and from other studies, supports the conclusion that giving circles are a good means to provide
an educational experience to donors that leads to
positive giving behaviour. According to Boyd and
Partridge (2017), philanthropy organisations hosting Australian giving circles believe that the main
benefits of collective giving are a “pathway to philanthropy” and “accessible entry point”, “increased
awareness of local issues”, and “learning more
about the need in your own community”. Furthermore, nonprofits value the particular characteristics of their engagement with giving circles.
All of these conclusions lead us to reiterate the
recommendation we made in our earlier study
(John, 2014/1, p. 77), i.e., we recommend the es-

Conclusions
In this study we surveyed 188 members of 38
giving circles in nine countries to understand how
being a member of a giving circle influences an individual’s knowledge, attitude and practices. Specifically, we focused on how participation in a giving
circle changed the following for the individual:
(1) Knowledge about social issues, nonprofits and
philanthropy.
(2) Attitude towards nonprofits.
(3) Practices of giving.
Our findings are broadly in line with similar
studies carried out in Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Our surveys revealed
that participation in a giving circle resulted in individuals becoming better informed about social
issues and the work of nonprofit organisations,
and what it means to give effectively. Giving circle members felt more positive about the work

25
The givingcircles.asia website was set up by the author in
2015 as an observatory to map giving circle activity and promote awareness of giving circles in Asia.
26
Examples include giving circles on the programmes of the
Philanthropy in Asia Summit, Singapore (2014) and Credit
Suisse Philanthropy Forum, Singapore (2012).
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of nonprofits and their giving was more generous

thropy development in Asia. There is little academ-

and strategic. Skilled and unskilled volunteering is

ic research on contemporary philanthropy being

an important resource that members bring to the

carried out in the region. Several research centres

nonprofits their circles support. A majority of those

founded with the intent of pursuing philanthropy

who participated in a giving circle wanted to collab-

research have drifted towards more fashionable

orate with other circles in the region in joint fund-

topics of impact investing and social enterprise,

ing or learning from each other. The survey results

even though each of these requires innovative phi-

support the premise that a giving circle provides a

lanthropy to become established and sustainable.

donor with the opportunity to learn and change by

The recent study by Boyd and Partridge (2017) is a

giving with others.

welcome counter to this trend and we hope to see

Our second survey of a small number of nonprofits supported by giving circles found that a majority of nonprofit staff found working with a giving
circle an easier experience than engagement with
more traditional funders. The majority of nonprofits found that financial and non-financial support
from giving circles were of equal importance, and
over half perceived site visits from giving circle
members as valuable and useful.
The two working papers in this series that have
focused on giving circles are only an initial contribution to our broader understanding of philan-
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more research interest in the models of collective
giving in Asia. We reason that giving circles are an
effective contribution to the development of philanthropy practice in Asia by pooling resources and
offering individuals the opportunity to learn the art
of giving by doing in the company of others.
“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.”
– Confucius (551 BC to 479 BC)

Appendix 1: Results of Member Survey
(Combined data from surveys in English, Vietnamese, Japanese, Chinese
and Korean)
Question
1

Combined
Responses

Percentage

How long have you been a member of a giving circle?
< 6mo

15

8%

6-12 mo

16

9%

1-2 yrs

28

15%

2-3 yrs

46

24%

3-4 yrs

34

18%

> 4 yrs

49

26%

118

63%

27

14%

42

22%

Donated money to the circle to support nonprofit organisations

160

85%

Donated money for the circle's administrative expenses

74

39%

Regularly attend circle meetings/conference calls

124

66%

Nominated a nonprofit for the circle to support

70

37%

Volunteered your time to a nonprofit supported by the circle

82

44%

Volunteered your time to help manage the circle

75

40%

Attended an educational event about philanthropy or the social sector

103

55%

Visited nonprofits supported by the circle or visited their projects

96

51%

Helped monitor or evaluate projects supported by the circle

73

39%

Introduced friends or colleagues who have joined the giving circle

117

62%

99

53%

54

29%

59

31%

N=188
2

How did you become a member of a giving circle?
I was invited by a friend or colleague.
I contacted the circle after seeing public information (e.g., a website,
newspaper article).
Other
N=187

3

Please select all the activities you have done as a member of the
giving circle.

N=188
4

Volunteering your time and skills to a nonprofit organisation supported by the circle. Please select which of these apply to you.
I have offered a nonprofit organisation my professional skills (e.g., advising on strategy, fundraising or operations)
I have offered a nonprofit unskilled volunteering time (e.g., organising
events or directly assisting beneficiaries, such as by reading to children,
helping in kitchens, or driving)
I have not volunteered with a nonprofit organisation that the circle supports
N=188
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Question

Combined
Responses

Percentage

How many hours each month do you typically spend on the giv5

ing circle's activities? (Attending meetings, volunteering, reading
materials, visiting nonprofits, etc.)
Less than 1 hour

65

36%

1 to 5 hours

61

33%

5 to 10 hours

26

14%

More than 10 hours

31

17%

Yes

161

86%

Maybe

25

13%

No

2

1%

Yes

163

87%

Maybe

19

10%

No

5

3%

Yes

155

82%

Maybe

23

12%

No

10

5%

Yes

122

66%

Maybe

34

18%

No

30

16%

Yes

104

55%

Maybe

45

24%

No

40

21%

Yes

109

58%

Maybe

62

33%

No

16

9%

N=188
6

I feel better informed about social issues and the nonprofit sector.

N=188
7

I feel more positive about the work of nonprofit organisations.

N=188
8

I feel better informed about philanthropy and what it means to
give effectively.

N=188
The social aspects of participating in the giving circle are impor9

tant for me (meeting new people, opportunity to talk about giving
with others, dinners or other social events).

N=188
10

Being a member of a giving circle has led me to give more money
to nonprofits.

N=188
11

Being a member of a giving circle has made my giving more focused or strategic.

N=188
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Question
12

Combined
Responses

Percentage

Being a member of a giving circle has helped me become more
practically involved in my community.
Yes

108

58%

Maybe

49

26%

No

30

16%

Yes

120

64%

Maybe

58

31%

No

10

5%

I regularly make donations to nonprofits.

123

65%

I participate in a workplace giving scheme.

35

19%

I give through a family foundation.

19

10%

I make donations through my local community foundation.

18

10%

80

43%

I'm a business angel who invests in social enterprises.

16

9%

I'm not involved in much charitable activity outside of the giving circle.

26

14%

N=188
Would you like your giving circle to collaborate with other giving
13

circles in the region? (e.g., joint funding of nonprofits, learning
from each other)

N=188
14

What other kinds of charitable activity are you involved in outside
of the giving circle?

I regularly volunteer my time to nonprofit organisations (including a
school parents' association or community organisations).

N=188
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Appendix 2: Results from the Survey of Nonprofit
Organisations
Question
1

2

Percentage Response

What do you receive from the giving circle? (Select all that apply)
Financial support (grants, loans, investment)

100

Advice on strategy or operations

71

Mentoring or coaching of senior staff

57

Volunteers who offer practical help with your beneficiaries

14

In-kind donations (e.g., clothes, blankets, books, toys)

14

Introductions to other donors or resource providers

57

Other (Lots of exposure and cross learning from other NGOs)

14

Please select the statement that best fits your experiences.
Financial support is more important for us than non-financial support

14

(advice, mentoring, volunteers).
Financial support and non-financial support are equally important for

86

us.
Non-financial support is more important for us than financial support.
3

0

How often are you in contact with the giving circle? (By email, telephone or visits)

4

We usually have contact every week.

29

We usually have contact 2 or 3 times a month.

57

We usually have contact every few months.

14

Once or twice a year.

0

How useful for your organisation are site visits from the giving
circle?

74

Very useful

57

Moderately useful

43

Not useful at all

0
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Australia
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SVP China

China

Zheng Qian

Yizhong Fund

China

Liza and Chris Green

New Day Asia

Hong Kong

Francis Ngai

Social Ventures Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Jana Sevdova

Synergy Future Funders

Hong Kong

Alvin Li

UBS 20/20 Young Leaders’ Social
Impact Group

Hong Kong

Nimesh Sumati

Caring Friends

India

John Paul Hamilton

Dasra

India

Rajitha Shathalla

Dasra

India

Ujjwal Gupta

Dasra

India

Aparna Sanjay

SVP India

India

Narendra Goidani

SVP India

India

Ravi Venkatesan

SVP India

India

Takashi Fujimura

SVP Tokyo

Japan

Youngcheol Cho

SVP Seoul

Korea

Enkhtsog Lkhagvasuren

Awesome Foundation Ulaanbaatar

Mongolia

Lettie Bright

Auckland Community Foundation

New Zealand

Andrea Bearzley

Awesome Foundation Whangarei

New Zealand

Anissa Ljanta

TFN New Zealand

New Zealand

Kelly MacFadzen

100 Women Who Care

Singapore

Song Wah

apVentures

Singapore

Christen Chen

Awesome Foundation Singapore

Singapore

Joyce Teo

Community Foundation of Singapore

Singapore

Jay Ganapathy

Dasra Giving Circle

Singapore

Ramya Nageswaran

Focus India Forum

Singapore

Beryl Ng

Little Red Dot

Singapore

Tan Bien Kiat

Social Ventures Singapore

Singapore

Laurence Lien

The Philanthropy Circle

Singapore

Lee Wong

The Ripple Movement

Singapore

Jennie Jeffrey

TFN International

United Kingdom

Tim Schottman

SVP Network

United States

Truc Nguyen

Narrow the Gap

Vietnam
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Glossary
The language of organisations that operate in the social domain is fluid, contested and still developing.
The definitions here are for the purpose of this working paper series and are by the author unless otherwise
acknowledged.
Angel Investors (business

Business angels are wealthy, private investors who provide capital for

angels, angels)

young companies at the start-up phase or during a level of expansion.
Unlike venture capitalists – whose money is often pooled by investment
firms – business angels usually invest their own funds.
Business angels are not only valuable for their financial contributions,
but also for offering companies in which they invest their expertise and,
in many cases, contacts. Many business angels have had success as an
entrepreneur or held executive positions at well-established companies
or corporations. – Angel Investment Network
Angel investors may operate alone, in informal groups, or as part of formal angel networks. Angel investors usually take a minority equity stake
in the enterprise they support. Some angel investor networks in Asia are
known to have interest groups focused on social entrepreneurship and
impact investing. Experienced angels with several successful investments
are sometimes called super angels.

Blended Value

The Blended Value Proposition states that all organisations, whether
for-profit or not, create value that takes three forms – economic, social
and environmental. Investors (be they market-rate, charitable or some
mix of the two) simultaneously generate all three forms of value through
providing capital to organisations. The outcome of all these activities is
value creation and that value is itself non-divisible and, therefore, a blend
of these elements. – Jed Emerson

Collective Philanthropy

The practice of philanthropy when individuals pool their resources (finan-

(collective giving)

cial and/or human) in support of nonprofit organisations.
Passive models may include a company’s employees making a pooled
donation to a charity. Active models include giving circles and volunteering consulting.

Collective Impact

Collective Impact is the commitment of a group of important actors from
different sectors to a common agenda for solving a specific social problem. – Kania and Kramer
The Collective Impact framework claims to move beyond collaboration,
networks and joint efforts to a centralised infrastructure, a dedicated
staff, and a structured process that lead to a common agenda, shared
measurement, continuous communication, and mutually reinforcing
activities among all participants. – Kania and Kramer
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Community Foundation

A community foundation is an independent, grantmaking organisation that derives its assets from, and disburses grants within, a defined
geographical location, usually a city or other identifiable local community.
Many community foundations operate specialised philanthropic vehicles
such as donor-advised funds in managing the giving of their client members.
More recently some community foundations are moving beyond geographical limits to offer grants for international development in what is
seen as a new trend for community foundations.

Corporate Philanthropy

The use of discretionary financial and human resources for primarily
public benefit, while recognising that impact might also accrue for the
company’s shareholders and employees.
Many terms are used loosely and interchangeably - corporate philanthropy, corporate social responsibility, corporate responsibility, community
engagement, community investment, strategic philanthropy (as applied to corporations), cause-related marketing, corporate social performance, Creating
Shared Value, sustainability, corporate citizenship, as well as terms related
to the donation of employee skills and time with or without a financial
contribution.

Creating Shared Value

Policies and operational practices that enhance the competitiveness of a

(CSV)

company while simultaneously advancing the economic and social conditions in the communities in which it operates. – Porter and Kramer

Corporate Social Responsi-

CSR is a collection of practices where a business fulfils its shareholder

bility (CSR)

responsibilities while adhering to laws and regulations, demonstrates ethical behavior, and engages in discretionary activities such as philanthropy
and other forms of community engagement.
Corporate social responsibility is a business approach that contributes to
sustainable development by delivering economic, social and environmental benefits for all stakeholders. – Financial Times
Corporate Social Responsibility is the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while
improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families, the local
community and society at large. – World Business Council for Sustainable
Development
Operating a business in a manner that meets or exceeds the ethical, legal,
commercial and public expectations that society has of business. – Business for Social Responsibility

Corporate Venture Capital

An equity investment by a company in an external, independent venture
that is usually new and in the early stages of development. A company
may make such an investment to earn a substantial financial return if the
venture is successful, e.g., through the sale of shares after an Initial Public
Offering (IPO) or by acquiring the venture outright.
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Donor Circle

A Donor Circle is a fundraising method initiated by an institution (such as
a university or cultural organisation) that organises donors into groups,
tiers or circles. Donor Circles might be distinguished by a minimum donation needed to join, e.g., Gold, Silver, President’s Circle. The donations
made by individuals are earmarked for the work of the initiating institution. Some institution-initiated Donor Circles may exhibit characteristics
associated with Giving Circles, such as education or joint decision-making
about how a grant is spent.
Some Giving Circles describe themselves as Donor Circles, so there is
some interchangeability and sometimes confusion about what distinguishes a Donor Circle from a Giving Circle.

Enterprise Philanthropy

Providing grants and non-financial support to help an enterprise progress

(impact giving)

from design stage to the point where it is ready to embark on scaling up.
– The Monitor Institute
Enterprise philanthropy is a niche within venture philanthropy that is focused on providing grant-funding and advice to nonprofits or early stage
social enterprises to help them become ready for investment by impact
investors.

Entrepreneurial Philan-

Entrepreneurial philanthropy is the pursuit of social (not-for-profit) ob-

thropy

jectives by entrepreneurs through active investment of their economic,
cultural, social and symbolic resources. – CGAP
Entrepreneurial philanthropy is about the active redistribution of wealth
through harnessing the sum of resources accessible by the entrepreneur.
– Swinburne University
Entrepreneurial philanthropy is an expression of philanthropy (where
capital is deployed, primarily for the creation of social value) that is creative and pragmatic and thus entrepreneurial in nature. Entrepreneurial
philanthropy has a strong affinity with social entrepreneurs, and primarily
supports the enterprises of social entrepreneurs. Venture philanthropists,
enterprise philanthropists and impact-first impact investors all fall under
the umbrella of entrepreneurial philanthropy.

Entrepreneurial Social Fi-

An umbrella term that captures financing models particularly appropri-

nance (ESF)

ate for nonprofit organisations that are entrepreneurial in nature and
social enterprises that primarily trade in order to achieve social goals. ESF
includes much of what is described as venture philanthropy and impact
investing.
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Foundation

A private endowed foundation creates a principal, or endowment,
for investment and pays out income from the endowment annually to
charity. Only the investment income is typically spent, not the endowment, thus ensuring the foundation's growth and sustainability to meet
future community needs. Private foundations are required by law [in
some jurisdictions] to pay out annual grants and other qualifying distributions at a minimum percentage of the fair market value of their assets.
A pass-though foundation is a private grantmaking organisation that
distributes all of the contributions that it receives each year as opposed
to just five percent of its assets. A foundation may make or revoke the
pass-through option on a year-to-year basis.
A private operating foundation uses the majority of its income to
actively run its own charitable programmes or services. Some private
operating foundations also choose to make grants to other charitable
organisations. – The Forum of Regional Associations of Grantmakers
In many countries a foundation’s legal status confers certain taxation
privileges such as tax deductibility for contributions to the foundation
and exemption from paying corporation tax.
In some countries the term foundation is used by operating nonprofit
organisations (also called NGOs or charities).
A corporate foundation is a grantmaker linked to a company and is usually one vehicle for discharging the business’ corporate social responsibility.

Giving Circle

A giving circle is a highly participative form of collective philanthropy
in which members increase their impact of pooled charitable dollars.
Groups of individuals organise themselves to pool financial resources
and collectively decide where and how to donate their money. – Resource
Alliance
Many giving circles are self-managed, where members perform assessment, administrative and reporting functions. Other circles, especially
larger ones, employ professional staff for day-to-day grant management.
Most circles encourage their members to contribute time and skills as
well as money to the organisations being supported. Most giving circles
use grants to support nonprofits, but some may use loans or equity in
some circumstances.

Hyperagency

Individuals having the confidence that their giving can make a sustained,
beneficial impact is what Paul Schervish calls the hyperagency of the Modern Medici.
This is the underpinning of what Bishop and Green have coined philanthrocapitalism more recently.
“While great expectations and grand aspiration exist across the financial
spectrum,” it is the wealthy who can make things happen. – Paul Schervish
(Boston College)
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Hyperangels

Hyperangels are impact angels who bring into the social sector the skills
and experience that helped them shape commercial enterprises and industries. They exhibit the hyperagency described by Schervish and reinterpreted today as philanthrocapitalism.

Impact Angel Investors (im-

Experienced individuals, acting alone or in groups or networks, who pro-

pact angels, social angels)

vide finance and business advice to early stage social enterprises. Impact
angels usually have an entrepreneurial commercial background and are
often engaged in angel investing. Depending on circumstances, including
the legal form of the investee organisation, impact angels may or may not
use equity as their financial tool.

Impact Investment

Impact investments are investments into companies, organisations and
funds made with the intention to generate measurable social and environmental impact alongside a financial return. Impact investments can
be made in both emerging and developed markets, and target a range of
returns from below market to market rate, depending upon the circumstances. Impact investors actively seek to place capital in businesses and
funds that can harness the potential of enterprise. – Global Impact Investing Network
Practically speaking, impact investors are broadly characterised into two
overlapping communities, reflecting their desire to maximise either social
or financial gain.
Impact-first impact investors prefer to maximise social or environmental
impact and to do so are willing to cap any financial gains.
Finance-first impact investors are more commercially driven investors who
want to optimise financial gain at the expense of social value created.

Innovation

Innovation is the specific tool of entrepreneurs, the means by which they
exploit change as an opportunity for a different business or service. It
is capable of being presented as a discipline, capable of being learned,
capable of being practised. – Peter Drucker
Innovation is driven by entrepreneurship – a potent mixture of vision,
passion, energy, enthusiasm, insight, judgement and plain hard work which enables good ideas to become a reality.
[The purpose of innovation] is creating value … whether expressed in
financial terms, employment or growth, sustainability or improvement of
social welfare. – Bessant and Tidd

Intrapreneur

An intrapreneur is a person who acts like an entrepreneur, in terms of
taking risks, pursuing innovation, but does it inside of an existing business. – The Wharton School
Internal entrepreneurship. – Bessant and Tidd
Intrapreneurs innovate from within existing organisations rather than
by creating new ones. They are committed to continuous improvement
through risk-taking experimentation.
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Nonprofit Organisation

An organisation with a social mission, providing goods, services or activi-

(nonprofit, charity, NGO)

ties for public benefit generally without cost at the point of delivery. They
are dependent on grants and donations or other kinds of subsidy.

Outcome-oriented

Outcome-oriented is synonymous with result-oriented, strategic and ef-

Philanthropy

fective. It refers to philanthropy where donors seek to achieve clearly
defined goals; where they and their grantees pursue evidence-based
strategies for achieving those goals; and where both parties monitor
progress toward outcomes and assess their success in achieving them in
order to make appropriate course corrections. – Paul Brest

Philanthrocapitalism

The word was coined in 2008 by Bishop and Green to describe the
practices of individuals who wanted to apply to their philanthropy the
secrets behind their money-making. They are characterised as very wealthy,
committed to improving what they perceive as the failing of traditional
philanthropy, and business-like in their approach to charitable giving.

Philanthropy

Philanthropy stems from the Greek word which means love of humanity.
Popular interpretations today refer to private initiatives for public good (J.
W. Gardner) or initiatives directed at the improvement in the quality of human life (Robert Bremner). Colloquially, philanthropy is most commonly
used interchangeably with charitable giving. – WINGS
The deployment of financial and human capital for primarily social impact.

Private Equity (venture

Private equity is medium- to long-term finance provided in return for

capital)

an equity stake in potentially high growth companies, which are usually,
but not always, unquoted. Investment opportunities are sourced and
screened by private equity firms (also known as General Partners or GPs)
in order to arrive at a valuation. The transaction will be financed using
equity provided by Limited Partners (LPs) and, in some cases, debt raised
from banks. The GP will then actively manage the investment for the
holding period (typically five to 10 years), seeking to generate operational
improvements in order to increase the value of the company. Returns are
realised for investors through exiting the deal; this can be through floating the company on a public stock exchange (IPO) or a secondary buyout,
whereby the portfolio company is sold to another private equity firm.
Venture capital firms back concepts or ideas brought to them by entrepreneurs or young companies looking for financing to help them grow. –
British Venture Capital and Private Equity Association

Quasi-equity

Quasi-equity is a financial instrument that aims to reflect some of the
characteristics of shares (preference or ordinary). However, it is neither
debt nor equity, and is usually structured as an investment whereby repayment is linked to the investee’s financial performance, e.g., repayment
is calculated as a percentage of the investee’s future revenue streams. –
Venturesome
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Social Enterprise (social

Social enterprises are, first and foremost, businesses. The term refers to

business)

any nonprofit, for-profit or hybrid corporate form that utilises marketbased strategies to advance a social cause. Like any other business, it
aims to create surpluses, but seeks to reinvest those surpluses to achieve
its social objectives. Social enterprises are not businesses driven by a
need to maximise profit for their shareholders or owners. – Social Enterprise Association, Singapore
Social business is a for-profit enterprise whose primary objective is to
achieve social impact rather than generating profit for owners and shareholders. Social businesses use market principles, produce goods and
services in an entrepreneurial and innovative way, and typically reinvest
any surpluses back into the enterprise to achieve the social mission. In
addition, they are managed in an accountable and transparent way, in
particular by involving workers, customers, and stakeholders affected by
its business activity. – European Commission
Social enterprises can take many legal forms, such as company limited by
guarantee or limited by shareholding, Community Interest Company or
Low-Profit Limited Liability Company (L3C). Legal form can vary from one
jurisdiction to another.

Social Entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurship refers to the application of innovative, practical
and sustainable approaches to benefit society in general, with an emphasis on those who are marginalised and/or poor. Regardless of whether
the social enterprise is set up as a nonprofit or for-profit, fulfilment of the
social mission is the primary objective while financial value creation is a
secondary objective and a means to improve the organisation’s reach and
impact. – The Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship

Social Finance

Social finance may be understood as a broad area wherein various forms
of capital are structured in ways that consider and value both financial
performance and social value creation. – Emerson, Freundlich and Fruchterman

Social Purpose Organisation

An umbrella term for the universe of nonprofit organisations and social

(socially driven organisation)

enterprises whose existential purpose is principally to create social value.

Socially Responsible Invest-

Sustainable and responsible investing is a broad-based approach to

ment (SRI)

investing that … recognises that corporate responsibility and societal
concerns are valid parts of investment decisions. SRI considers both the
investor's financial needs and an investment’s impact on society. SRI
investors encourage corporations to improve their practices on environmental, social and governance issues. – The Forum for Sustainable and
Responsible Investment

Strategic Philanthropy

Strategic philanthropy is a form of philanthropy using focused research,
creative planning, proven strategies, careful execution and thorough
follow-up to achieve the intended results. Ideally, it reflects and is driven
by the philanthropist's core values and concerns. – The Centre for Social
Impact
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Theory of Change

A theory of change shows [an organisation’s] path from needs to activities
to outcomes to impact. It describes the change you want to make and the
steps involved in making that change happen. Theories of change also
depict the assumptions that lie behind your reasoning. Where possible,
these assumptions are backed by evidence. – New Philanthropy Capital

Venture Philanthropy

Venture philanthropy offers a blend of capital and business advice to help
entrepreneurial organisations achieve their ambitions for growth and
development. – AVPN
Venture philanthropy works to build stronger social organisations by
providing them with both financial and non-financial support to increase
their social impact. The organisations supported may be charities, social
enterprises or socially driven commercial businesses, with the precise
organisational form subject to country-specific legal and cultural norms.
– EVPA
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A giving circle is an example of collective philanthropy where donors pool their financial capital to support a nonprofit organisation. While giving circles have existed for decades, they
are finding a fresh expression as individuals rediscover the advantages of giving together.
Our previous study on giving circles reviewed 35 circles, which we classified as either indigenous or affiliated to networks outside the region, in eight Asian countries. These giving
circles demonstrate a wide variety of styles and models. Some circles are informal and volunteer managed; others are more structured and use professional staff. While all giving circles encourage their members to do more than make a donation, some utilise the skills and
networks of their members to provide consulting expertise for the nonprofits they support.
In this new study we list 66 known indigenous and transplanted giving circles in 10 Asian
countries. We surveyed the members of 38 of these giving circles to understand how membership influences an individual’s knowledge of, and attitude towards, their community, social issues, nonprofits and philanthropy. The survey also explored how joining a giving circle
changes the amount given and the ways in which people choose to give. A number of nonprofits were asked about their experience of being supported by giving circles and how this
contrasted with the support they received from more traditional donors.
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